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UMR Solar Car Team almost ready for Sunrayce '99
awards.
The Solar Miner II , a cu lmination of two years of effort and about
$40,000 from various sponsors such
as Dow and Texas Instruments, is up
and running. It was first unveil ed at
the Solar Car Shop on Friday, March

is very excitin g to trans fornl a
tube of material into a working
car, but at the same time there is
'ashington U
UMR's Solar Car Team will
a lot of long hours and hard
compete in Sunrayce ' 99, the fifth
work invol ved."
biennial solar vehicle race staged by
The team will also need to
Ihe U.S. Department of Energy, Genhave well trained drivers for the
"Our
race.
bi ggest concerns
during the race
wi ll be to insure
that the drive rs
are full y comfortable and confide nt with the
vehicle and that
we have sufficient charge for
any
c lo ud y
stated
days,"
G·5
Will Strasser, the
v.P. of Race
Log istics.
In add ition to
preparing So lar
Miner II for the
big race, the
team has a lso
been working on
the restoration of
their
veh icle
Above, members of the Solar Car Team fine tune the delicate instru- from Sunrayce
ments on the Solar Miner II. Solar Miner II sits in the 1eam's trailer (top ' 93 , the So l Surright). The car's graphics are painstakingly applied by the Solar Car vivor. The vehiTeam members (bottom right).
cle had incurred
photos courtesy Solar Car Team significant damage to various
12, ar.d made its public debut the folparts while being transported in
lowing day in the St. Patrick 's Day a trailer. Their efforts did pay
This year 's race will begin on
June 20 in Washington D.C. and will
off and the car was able to drive
Parade.
end on June 29 in Ortando, FL (over
Overall, team members estimate the St. Pat's parade route with
1300 miles), with pre-planned midday that the car is 95 percent completed. their other cars.
The Solar Car Team conand overnight pitstops in se lected They are preparing to attach the solar
towns.
cells and then will be tweaking vari- sists of 34 active members who
UMR's entry, the Solar Miner II , ous parts such as the d;ive train and
are mostly mechanica l and '"::--;:===========~::::~~::~~:::::::::::::~
will be in competition with abo ut 40
electrical engineers. Faculty advisors
the rear suspension.
Team member, Bill Fennewald, to the team are Dr. Doug Carroll, Dr.
other North American colleges and
said, "The actual machining of the car K.M. Isaac, Dr. C.H . Wu, Dr. Donald
universities for various cash prizes,
trophies and scholastic achievement
is the best part and the worst .part. It Cronin , and John Tyler.

nhwestMiss

by Manav Misra

News Writer
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~~~ Opinions: Rumors of St. Pat's fes-

Alpha Epsilon Pi
wins '99 St. Pat's

~ ~

(..

tivities demise greatly exagerated,
page 4

News Writer
I The 1999 St. Patrick's Day Celebration overall winner was Alpha
Epsilon Pi, which won six of the
eveijts at The Follies and Gonzo and
Games. Sigma Nu was second and
Kappa Alpha was third.
Zeta Tau Alpha won the
women's competition. In the Tier II
competition, which is for small er
organizations, Delta Omicron Lambda (DOL) took top honors.
DOL and Sigma Nu each won
four events. Sigma Nu had the best
float and DOL won the non-float
entry in the parade.

Sports: Tennis starts season with
victory, page 5

A UMR student shows his spirit by partiCipating in The Follies during the St. Patrick's Day Celebration.
photo by Allan Annaert

Verve: Yoga: Stress management
at its best, page 9
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member men 's teams during
the event," said Ron Robison ,
supervisor of UMR's Experimenta l Mine Facility and
adviser to UMR's mucking teams.
The competition consists of
teams using old-fashioned mining
•
The University of Missourimethods and hand-held tools to comRolla Madrigal Singers will perfonn
pete in timed events, including gold
a program of sacred and secular
panning, surveying, hand-mucking,
music at 7:30 p.m. Saturday, April
hand-steeling, track-standing, Swede
10, in Leach Theatre of Castleman
sawi ng and jackleg drilling.
Hall on the UMR campu ~.
Members of the women 's teams
The program, "Ave Femina! ,"
are: Miya Barr of Lamonte, Mo., a
lauds the accomplishments of
senior in geology and geophysics;
famous women, including the Virgin
Hollie Cress of Fort Leonard Wood,
Mary and Elizabeth I. During the
Mo., a freshman in geological engiperfonnance of "Gloria" by Palestrineering; Lori Douglas of Vicksburg,
na, the Madrigal Singers will be
Miss., a senior in mining engineerjoined by Tapestry, an amateur group
ing; Gen DuBois of St. Charles, Mo.,
of singers from Fannington , Mo. The
a graduate student in metallurgical
prowam is free and open to the pubengineering; Amber Fischer of
lic.
Ci ncinnati , Ohio, a graduate student
Tapestry has appeared at both
in engineering management; Mary
the Kansas City Renaissance Festival
Hutchison ofSt. Louis, Mo., a senior
and the Mineral Area Shakespeare
in mining engineering; Rachel Kuro
Festival. The group performs in
of Lincoln, Ill. , a sophomore in minauthentic period costumes.
ing engineering; Angelia McBrine. of
Preceding the concert, the UMR
Collegium Musicum will host a . Newark , Ark., a sophomore in minRenaissance Feaste in the Fellowship
ing engineering; Denise McMillan of
Granite City, lll. , a junior in metal Hall of th e United Methodist
lurgical engineeri ng; Conni e Meyers
Church, 803 Main St., Rolla. The
of Mountain Grove, Mo. , a sophodinner will feature period dishes
from the renaissance. Tickets for the
more in mining engineering; Jennifer
Parrott of Cherokee Village, Ark., a
dinner are $10 and can be purchased
senior in mining engineering; and
at the UMR perfonning arts "ffice in
Castleman Hall or · from individual
Patricia Robertson of Rolla, Mo., a
Collegium Musicum members.
senior in English.
Members of the men's teams
For more infonnation abo ut the
event, call the UMR perfonning arts
are: Kaan Ataman of Rolla, Mo. , a
program at (573) 341 -41 85.
graduate student in mining engineering; Chris Bryan of Kirksville, Mo. ,
a senior in mining engineering; Brian
Groff of Albuq'uerque, N.M., a senior in mining engineering; Mark
2-3
Krigbaum of Troy, Mo., a junior in
aerospace engineering; Bret Lindsey
of Jefferson City, Mo. , a senior in
•
Members of the men 's and
women 's mucking teh'TIS at UMR
civil engineering; Edwin Madiba of
Rolla, Mo., a senior in mining engiwill compete against ' ~"Ieges and
universities from across the United
neering; Kris McClanahan of
States, Australia and Canada during
Lebanon, Mo., a senior in mining
the 21 st International Intercollegiate
engineering; Chris Schuster of St.
Mining Competition April 2-3, in
Loui s, Mo., a graduate student in
Reno, Nev.
computer science; Josh Snelson of
" UMR will field two six-memRolla, Mo., a senior in mining engineering; Attila Szucs of St. James,
ber women's teams and two six-

Madrigal ~/nger~ to
perform Apr;! 10

Mucking team to
compete Apri/

I

Campus newsbriefs and
announcements
Mo., a junior in mining engineering;
and Wes Tull of Camdenton , Mo. , a
senior in civi l engineeri ng.

African banquet
thi~ SaturdaLJ
•
The African Students Association at UMR will hold an African
Banquet at 6:30 p.m. , April 4, in
Centennial Hall of University Center-East on campus. Culinary dishes
from diverse parts of the African
continent will be prepared by the students.
The evening will also feature
entertainment, music and dancing.
Tickets are $3 for students and $5 for
non-students. The . event is open to'
the publi~. For ticket infonnation
contact Dr. Daopu Numbere, professor of geo logical and petroleum
engineeri ng at UMR, at (573) 341 4758.

free and open to the public.
In the first of the two talks,
S ickafus will provide an
overview of the methodology
used to convert a real-world technical problem into a conceptual problem, which is th,9n solved to produce
as many conceptual solutions as possible. Since joining the research staff
at Ford in 1967, Sickafus has perfanned research and managed several research departments. In addition,
he has fanned his own company,
Ntelleck.
Sickafus earned bachelor's and
master's degrees in physics at the
University of Missouri School of
Mines and Metallurgy, now UMR,
and received his Ph.D. from the University of Virginia.
Magnus earned a bachelor's
degree iil physics and a master's
degree in electrical engineering at
UMR. She received her Ph.D:' from
the Georgia Institute of Technology.
Before joining NASA, where she is
qualified for flight assignment as a
mission specialist, Magnus worked
as a stealth engineer at MCJ)onneli
Douglas.
For more information about
eith er seminar contact Dr. Robert
DuBoi s, professor of physiq at
UMR, at (573) 341-4708.

I

COC pre~ent~ new
•
Two UMR graduates will return
to campus in April to present seminars sponsored by the UMR physics
department. Dr. Ed Sickafus, a corporate technical specialist at Ford
. Motor Company, will speak at the
university on April 8, and Dr. Sandra
Magnus, a NASA astronaut, will talk
on April 12.
Sickafus will present his seminar, "Institutional·izing a new problem solving methodology into Fordstructured inventive thinking," at 4
p.m. , April 8, in Room 104 of the
Physics building at liMR. Magnus is
scheduled to conduct her seminar,
."The international space station: the
world 's project," in the same room at
4 p.m. , April 12. Both seminars are
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•
The Career Opportunities Center announced a new pre-registration
service for students who have previously registered for summer, co-op
and full-time employment.
Students who registered this
year with the COC for on-campus
interviews may pre-register for next
fall's recruiting season beginning
Monday, April 12, The $5 access fee
for fall is to be paid at the COC at the
time of pre-registration.
All pre-registered students will
be able to access the Web to update
their resume starting Aug. I before
school begins . . Those students who
have not registered before with the

COC may register in the fall after
attending a COC Orientation.

ho~h open
hQu~e Apr;! 3

UMR

•
UMR w ill host its annual
Spring Open House for prospective
students and their parents, teachers
and counselors on Saturday, April 3.
Regislration is from 8:30-9: 15
a.m. in the lobby of Castleman Hall,
16th' and Main streets in Rolla. During that time, participants may visit
with UMR representatives about academic programs, admissions 'and
financial aid, cooperative education,
the Freshman Engineering Program,
Minority Engineering Program,
Anny and Air Force ROTC, music
and theater programs, and sutTUtler
programs.
Following registration is a welcome session from 9: 15-9:30 a.m. in
Leach Theatre of Castleman Hall,
fo llowed by a presentation on tinancial assistance, career opportun ities,
campus tours and visits to specific
departments.
Lunch wi ll be available from
11:30 a.m .-I :30 p.m. in the University Center-East. A session for parents
will be held from I :45-2:45 p .m.
From I :45-4 p.m. will be tours of
UMR's residence halls and fraternities and sororities, and infonnation
about other UMR student organizations.
For more information about
Spring Open House or UMR, call
(573) 341-4165 or toll-free 1-800522-0938 or send electronic mail to
umro11a@umr .'edu.
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Man rushes to job; forgets
child in car seat

Pilots prepare f9r worst
amid routine exercises

Mike Panciera 's mornings are crazy.
His wife, Sherri , has a long commute. So
he gets the chi ldren up, gets them ready,
makes their lunches, piles them in the purple van, schleps them to three destinations
and then goes to work.
It's a split-second a.m. jugg ling act
that is familiar to many.
On Tuesday, it all fe ll apart.
Amid the chaos, Montgomery County, Md ., police said, Panciera, 36, of
Gaithersburg, Md ., forgot that he still had
his 20-month-old daughter, Samantha, in
the van when he arrived at work. He left
her in the van in a parking garage for 5 1/2
hours.
. The toddler was discovered, crying
but unharmed, by a passerby, who called
police. Panciera, who works for the
Department of Energy in Germantown,
was cited for leaving a child unattended in
a motor veh icle, which carries a potential
penalty of a $500 fine and 30 days in jail.
In a telephone interview Friday, he
explained what happened.
"There's a lot going on in the morning," he said. "I ' ve got three kids to take
care of." He said his wife works in Greenbelt and has a bad commute. So he drivef
the children.
He wakes the three children,
Jonathan, II; Todd, 5; and Samantha, and
gets them dressed, then makes their lunches and gets them off to school. Normally
he drives Samantha and Todd in the family's purple Plymouth van, nicknamed "the
Barneyrnobile," dropping Samantha off
first at day care and then Todd at school.
On Tuesday, though, Todd had to be
at school early for a field trip. Jonathan
had already gone to friend 's house. And en
route Panciera said he was agitated by a
speeding motorist he said cut him off.
"Basically I was distracted," he said,
"and I thought I had dropped my daughter
off. I did not realize that she was in the car.
She was sound asleep. It was a typical
morning and I thought I had cumpleted my

Aviano, Ibly
For 96 hams last week, the busiest
hub of NAm's air raids against
Yugoslavia seIlIed into a fortunate routine.
Dozens of warplanes would roar into the
night sky, and 21D their pilots would return
unscathed fOl' 2 my of debriefings, s leep
and planning sessions for the next round.
That "'as until the Yugoslavs apparently downed 2 U.S. Air Force F-117A
Stealth fighter' drat had taken off Saturday
from Aviano Air Base in northeastern
Italy.
In . interviews two hours before the
reported loss, American pilots told journalists at the base that the routine had
become too easy. They said they were
expecting stiffi:r resistance from President
Siobodan Milosevic's so-far underactive
air defenses.
"We have not seen near the anti-aircraft weaponry dq>loyed that we thought
we'd see," said 2 U.S. Air Force F-16
pilot. "But we' .., not sure that's not just a
tactic that be's using to husband his
weaponry and use it at a point when he
thinks he can smprise us."
Pilots of six of the 13 NATO nations
taking part in Operntion Allied Force are
based at Aviano at the foot of the Italian
Alps. The assault rums to neutralize Milosevic's brutal aad:down on ethnic Albanian separatists in Kosovo, a rebellious
province of Yugoslavia'S dominant republic, Serbia
A cautiously upbeat mood had grown
at the sprawling base and its newly added
tent city as the Ste2lth fighters, F-16s, F15s, F-I8s, EA-fi~ Prowlers and other ai rcraft went aIIout their destructive work
without a se1back.
The pilols, most of them untested in
combat, ha"" been sweating through their
sorties in insulated flight suits and winter
boots, issued in case they're shot down in
Yugoslavia's mountains.
The pilots s2id Milosevic appeared to
be deIiberatdy holding back both his air
force and his ground-based air defense
systems last week.

routine."
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He added that Samantha's car' seat is
directly behind the driver 's seat and was
out of his line of sight. He said the van has
tinted windows, through which it is difficult to see "if you happened to look back."
Panciera went directly to his office,
arriving at 9 a.m. The toddler was discovered in the parking garage on Century
Boulevard about 2:30 p.m. When Panciera
was summoned, "he was visibly shaken,
like, 'Oh my God, how do you forget a
child?'" police spokeswoman Ann Evans
said.
"I do take the safety of my daughter
very seriously," Panciera said. "She had
her winter coat on. She wasn't too cold.
She wasn't too hot."
He said his wife has been empathetic.
"She came up to me and gave me a big hug
and said she understood completely' what
had happened."
"Basically everybody has been very
understanding and saying, 'My God, it
could have happened to me, '" he said.
. "I really haven ' t felt like people have
said, 'You did this terrible, awful, evil
thing' They basically have been pretty
sympathetic."
Asked if this could happen again, he
said, "you can believe it won't."

The nuts and bolts of
searctHmd-rescue
The mili'tuy search-and-rescue teams
of the kind that found a downed U.S. pilot
early Sunday are highly trained, heavily
armed and accustomed to the idea that they
will be racing memy forces to find their
flier.
In the Vidnam War, the Persian Gulf
War and the 1995 NATO airstrikes in
Bosnia-Herzegovina, s earch-and-rescue
teams traded fire, and sometimes took
casualties, trying to reach downed pilots
who would ha"" made a handsome propaganda trophy fOl'the adversary.
NAm 2IItborities wouldn't discuss
specific rescue procedures for fear of tipping off their adversaries. But officials
have made DO secret that they prepared for
the current air campaign by bringing in a
complemwt of teams from different
NATO counlJies, and U.S. military services, who are trained to retrieve downed
pi lots from long distances and under the
threat of enemy fire.
The te2ms generally include fighter
jets and large, well-armed helicopters,

- -- -- --

escorted by air-refueling planes. The U.S. least three years after his eventual release,
Marines, Navy and Air Force ha ve often and cannot profit from his story for at least
used heavy HH-53 helicopters, called Sea seven years.
Stalli ons by the Marines and Jolly Green
Mitnick 's 54-month prison sentence
Giants by the Air Force. These helicopters is the longest ever meted out in a hacking
have large machine g uns mounted in each case, according to Assistant U.S. Attorney
window to provide cover if the pil ot is David Schindler, the lead prosecutor in the
found when enemy troops are in the area.
case.
The search-and-rescue personnel are
But Mitnick could be released in
trained in small weapons use and medical about a year because he will be credited
services and must be in top phys ical shape. for much of the four years that he has spent
The mi ssion s can require them to rappel in j ail since his capture by FBI agents in
down ropes and lift wounded or weak North Carolina in February 1995.
pi lots, even while returning enemy gunMitnick 's conduct "was not a benign,
fire .
inquisitive search for information," said
"They are highl y trained people, they Schindler, rejecting a frequent argument
can work in all environments, and they can made by Mitnick supporters. "Rather, it
work quickly," Pentagon spokesman Kenwas a concerted, deliberate and in some
neth H. Bacon said as he announced the
instances mean-spirited attempt to steal
rescue after a seven-hour effort.
information and trick a number of unsusFor rescue situations, U.S. pilots. are pecting victims."
generally equipped with a sidearm, often a
Mitnick could have faced up to 35
.38-caliber revo lver, a small amount of . years in prison and a fille of $1.75 million
food, a blanket, money, matches, a local
for the counts to which he pleaded gui lty.
phrase book, flares , a handbook with
As part of the plea, the government
instructions about survival in the wilds and dropped the bulk of its initial 25-count
a special rad io. The survival instructions indictment.
tell the pilots how to subsist on insects,
Mitnick 's attorney; Donald Randolph,
berries and rainwater when no other food said the plea agreement was substantially
is avai lab le.
mor~ favorable than earlier government
The radio sends a beam that provides offers. "My cI.ient can now see light at the
the downed pilots a precise location. But end of the tunnel ," he said, "and has a reapilots have been instructed that they sonable certainty that it \; "ot another train
should tum on their radios only at special approaching."
moments of the day, when friendly .aircraft
The plea agreement, signed by proseare likely to be nearby, to avoid possible cutors and Mitnick last week but kept
detection by enemy forces.
under seal until Friday, does not cover
NATO pilots have also in the past whether Mitnick will be required to pay
been equipped with parachutes that send his victims restitution.
out a beacon to NATO command .
Any profits he makes from selling his
David Ochmanek, a Rand Corp. mili- story is already earmarked to his victims,
tary analyst and retired Air Force officer, and he could also be forced to surrender a
said pilots are instructed to "head for the portion of his future wages to victim comhill s" to remain out of sight until friendl y pani es. That will be decided by Judge
aircraft appear.
Mariana Pfaelzer at a sentencing hearing
He noted that Vojvodina, the province in June.
of Yugoslavia where the pilot crashed, is
hilly and not heavily populated, meaning Changes in tax code pose
that the downed pi lot apparently would
have many spots in which he could hide dilemma for lawmakers
out.
According to a Congressiona l Budget
Office study of 1996 taxes, more couples
Judge accepts computer benefit from the tax code than get penalized by it. The CBO found that 42 percent
hacker's guilty plea
of couples incurred marriage penalties,
whi le 5 I percent of couples got bonuses
Los Angeles
A federal judge approved the gui lty and 6 percent were unaffected either way.
The hi'gher the income, the more likeplea of computer hacker Kevin Mitnick on
ly a couple was to have a penalty instead
Friday, ending one of the most high-profile
of a bonus, acco rding to the CBO. The
computer hacking cases in history with a
deal that wi ll keep him imprisoned for at study found that below $20,000, 12 percent of couples incurred penalties while 63
least one more year.
Capping a four-year legal odyssey, percent got bonuses. Between $20,000 and
Mitnick calmly repeated "Yes" to affirm $50,000, the ratio was 44 percent penalties
his guilt to seven computer crime and and 55 percent bonuses. Over $50,000, the
fraud charges. In total, he admitted to trend shifted: 54 percent of couples got
stealing millions of dollars in software penalties while 44 percent received bonusfrom computer and cellular telephone es.
Tax experts say that rewriting the
companies during a 2-year hacking spree
code to lessen the marriage penalty would
·in the early I 990s.
Mitnick, who has been in jail since not necessarily penalize single people, but
1995, was whisked away by federal mar- some might perceive it that way. "You're
not taking anything away from the single
shals after the 45-minute hearing.
person, you' re not raising his taxes)" said
" I'm pleased that it's over and
relieved for my son," said Alan Mitnick, Iris Lav, an analyst at the Center on Budone of several family members to attend get and Policy Priorities. "But if you're
the hearing in federal court. 'Tm relieved cutting taxes for a married co-worker, they
to get this behind him and eventuall y let cou ld view it that way."
him get back to a normal life."
But resuming a normal life remains a
distant possibi lity for Mitnick, 35, who
wi II be barred from using computers for at

-- - ---- - -- ---- ----

Information compiled from L.A.
Times/Washington Post news service
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Best wishes, and· farewell
The past two years of serving as your Student Council President have been
exciting as well as a distinct honor. I am proud to have been the President of
such an outstanding Student Body. The group of students I have had the privilege of working with made my job as your representative a pleasure, in particular the presidents of the Interfraternity Council (IFC), Panhellenic Council
(Panhell), Student Union Board (S UB), and Residence Hall Association (RHA)
as wel l as the Student Council Executive Committee of 1997- 1998 and 19981999. Also, the student leadership from our three sister schools (UMC,
UMKC, and UMSL) was a great help. The cooperation between the campus
leadership contributed to the Student Body's success in improving UMR.
Student Counci l has accomplished many things over the past couple of
years. We ensured that tests and relevant course material wi ll be returned to
students by the last class period of the semester. Finals have been pushed back
to 8:00 a.m., and construction of a new University Center is scheduled to begin
in January of 2000. Students now have access to income tax assistance in the
Student Council office. Through Student Council's efforts, the School of Eng ineering offers academic advising workshops for its faculty members to better
meet the advising needs of UMR students.
The Council is continuing to make strides on several other long-term
issues/projects. The largest and most beneficial to the Student Body is the
inclusion of more student input to the tenure selection process of UMR faculty
members. Cody May, University Relations Chair, and Joe Schmidberger, your
new President, have been key players in the entire tenure issue. It is imperative that the University tenure exceptional teachers. We are currently working
with the University of Missouri System to implement this ideal on a systemwide basi s~ Joe Schmid berger has also been working for a new all- weather
track and lights for the football field. This is a $750,000 project that has
required heavy alumn i support and we have been successfu l thus far. Julie
Crow, a Student Council Vice President, has focused her efforts on making
some positive changes to the Freshman Engineeri ng program, specifically
Freshman Engineering 005 and 015 . We should begin to see results of her
efforts in the next year or so. We have also just in itiated work on a UMR Student Bill of Rights and Responsibilities . This wi ll help ensure some basic
rights students have when it comes to their classes and instructors; there is currently no such document and when problems occur documentation does not
exist to back up the students.
There are a number of othel ..issues and projects that Student Council
works on daily that would take too long to explain now; but rest assured that
Student Council is always looking for ways to improve life here at UMR. Our
ultimate goal is to Serve and Represent the Student Body.
Finally, thank you for electing me not just once but twice to the office of
President. I hope that I have served the students' interest well. The individual
holding the office of President is only as influential as the students' and the student leadership allows himlher to be. I have been extremely lucky to serve with
an Executive Committee and other students who have supported me and made
up for my mistakes, of which I am sure I have made many. Again, thank you,
r only wish every student could experience what I have had the opportunity to
experience. If so, all students would love UMR as much as I do. Joe Schmidberger and the new officers of Student Council will serve you, the Student
Body, well. I wish you all the best.
.
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What do you think?
Let the Miner know what you think. Write us
via e-mail at miner@umr . edu, drop a letter in
our mailbox at 113 University Center West, or
visit our web page at
http: // www. umr.e du/-mi ner /,andletus
know what's on your mind.
.
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-----sports----,UMR track teams have productive
week of action over spring break
by Erin Gifford

meter dash in 49.26 seconds. Jeremiah Bridges placed 10th for the Miners
Staff Writer
in the event, coming in with a time of
The Uni versity of Missouri- 55 .39 seconds. In the 800-meter run,
Rolla men 's and women's track teams Tim Puetz of Pitt State placed first
competed in two invitationals over with a time of 1:56.31.
spring break. On Thursday, March 18,
Nick Ragsdale and Jason Burnes
they headed to Pittsburg, Kansas for
pl aced 16th with a time of2:09. 15 and
the Wendy 's Invitational hosted by
19th with a time of 2: 18. 16, respecPittsburg State. This past weekend
tively for the Miners. Puetz also finthe teams competed at the Big Bear ished first for PSU in the 1500 meter
Invitational in Springfield , Missouri
run with a time of 4:05.31 . The Minwith Southwest Missouri State Uni- ers had three runners in the event.
versity hosting the event.
Bumes placed 7th with a time of
.
The men placed fourth out of 4: 15 :86, Toby Glavin placed 14th
eight teams at the Wendy's Invitation- with a time of 4:22.86 and Kevin
al with 56 points. Pittsburg State capMcGuire placed 17th a time of
tured first place overall with 244 4:45 .45.
points, followed by Southwestern
Matt Hagen had an impressive
(Kansas) with 112 points and Mis- second place finish in the 3000-meter
souri Southern with 91 points. Also steeplech3$e with a time of 9:40.94,
participating in the meet were Ottawa, barely beaten out by Eric Hunt of
Lincoln, the University of Mi ssouri- Southwestern, who came in with a
'Kansas City and Concordia (Wiscontime of 9:37.87.
s in).
Marshall Grayson of Pitt State
Eddie Brown of the Miners out-jumped everyone in the long jump
pl aced first in two events. Brown capwith 24 feet 8 1/4 inches. Two Miners
tured first place in the 400-meter hurcompeted in the event. Chris Keithley
dles with a time of 55. 14 seconds and jumped 20 feet 4 3/4 inches to place
in the IIO-meter high hurdles with a 8th overall and Richard Words
time of 14.90 seconds.
Scott jumped 19 feet 9 inches to place 10th
Borchers, also of UMR, placed in a overall.
close second to Brown in the 110- '
Pitt State also had the top throwmeter high hurdles with a time of er in the javelin competition. Sea",
15 .3 3 seconds. Pittsburg State cap- Simeneau threw 192 feet and 9 inches
tured first place in several indi vidual to place first in the event. Heath
events, including the 400 and 800
Mi sak placed third for the Miners
meter dashes, the 1500 meter run, the with a throw of 176 feet and ~e ven
long jump and the j aveli n.
inches and Joe Riggins threw 135 feet
Nate Siens of PSU ran the 400- and two inches to place eleventh over-

all for UMR.
The Pittsburg State women
placed first as a team, as well , with
235 total points. The Lady Miners
placed seventh out of the eight teams
participating in the meet and received
a total of 22 points.
The Lady Miners received one
first place finish in the 3000 meter
run. Kim Hoffman ran the race in
10:55.22 to capture the first place title
for UMR. Hoffman also placed fourth
in the 1500 meter run with a time of
5:00.56 minutes. Jenny Kreidler' of
Pittsburg State placed first in the event
with a time of 4:49.41. In the 400meter dash, PSU competitor Tiffiiny
Bossell received the top time of 59. 09
seconds. Jamie Schroetlin ran the
race in I :05 .07 to place seventh Tor
the Lady Miners.
):
Jackie Kelble and Alicia Cobb
both threw javelin for the Lady Miners. Kelble took second place, throwing 129 feet even and Cobb threw 78
feet and six inches. Vonetta Gatewood of PSU won the event with' a
throw of 131 feet and two inches.
Cobb also threw discus for the Laily
Miners and placed lOth with a throw
of 107 feet and seven inches. Juiie
Smith, again of Pitt State, won the
event, throwing a distance of 154 feet
and three inches.
UMR had their second meet of
the season last Saturday at the Bi g
Bear InvitatiOnal. No Lady Miners
participated in the meet, but several of

see Track, page 7

Miner senior Matt Hagen, shown here at the UMR Invitational
cross country meet this past October, was one of many Miners and Lady Miners to place well in UMR's past two track
meets. Hagen runs distance events and the steeplechase for
the Miners.
photo courtesy of Rod Lentz

Lady Miner 'Softball team has rough break
by Erin Gifford
Staff Writer

Lady Miner softball player Gina Daugherty scoops up a
ground ball during a recent Lady Miner home game. The Lady
Miners dropped seven of eight games over spring break.
photo by Ryan Shawgo

On spring break most students
head to Florida to hit the beaches and
party, but there was no time for f un
this spring break for the University of
Missouri-Rolla women 's s ofi~a ll
team. The team played in two tournaments and warmed up with a stop in
Memphis, Tenn.
However, the team's performance was not as sunny as the FloJ ida
weather. Out of eleven games played
the team only won two. One of those
two games was an exhibition outing.
The Lady Miners warmed up for
the ir busy spring break with two
gaines against the University of Missouri-St. Loui s on Wednesday March
17. Despite playing well , the team
dropped both games.
The lack of offensive firepower
once again did the Lady Miners in as
only two team members recorded hi ts.
Greenwell
and
Kari
Sabrina
Kavanagh both stroked singles, but
their efforts couldn't be capitalized
upon. UM SL did not fare much better. They tallied seven hits, but could
not get a player across home plate
until the s ixth inning when they drove

in their only two runs of the game.
T he game ended with UMSL win ning
by a score of 2-0 over the Lady Miners.
The next game against UMSL
did not prove to be much better. Two
players, Bokath and Kava nagh, provided the team's whole offense. Both
pl ayers recorded two hi ts api ece.
Bokath . scored one run whil e
Kavanagh crossed the plate tw ice
accounting for the Lady Miner 's three
runs in the game.
Freshman pitcher A II ison West
had a terrific showing as she struck
out fi ve batters whil e walking none in
seven innings pitched. All ison only
allowed three earned runs. UMSL's
other three runs resulted from the
whopping four errors the team made
in the game.
The team's next game was
sc hedul ed for Sunday March 21
agai nst Christian Brothers in Memphi s, Tenn., but the game was postponed due to rain. T he Lady Miners
then proceeded to the Florida Spring
Fling Tournament in Pensacola, FI.
The squad's first opponent was
Pitt sburgh State Uni versity. T he
team 's offensive problems seemed to
be solved in the first game as they

forced into extra innings, but they
reappeared in the second game.
Sixes we re wi ld fo r the Lady
Miners as they tallied six hits, six runs
and six RBI 's. Contri buting to the
effort were Kavanagh wi th three
RB I's, Christel Knust who crossed the
pl ate twice" and Kristi Curry who put
a mark in the hit column for the team.
The newfound offense drove the game
into nine innings when Pitt State fi nally managed to break the dead lock and
win 7-6.
The team's second game against
Pitt State did not prove so exciting.
Onl y two hits, from Bokath and
Shaw na Morri s, along with eight
strikeouts dampened the flouri shing
offense. Bokath also recorded the
team 's only ru n.
West had another strong performance on th e mound. She tallied
four marks in the strike out column
and a goose egg in the walk column .
However, she allowed four earned
runs off of eight hits in seven innings
pitched.
The two defeats knocked UMR 's
team out of the tourn ament and
allowed the Lady Min ers time to

see Softball, page 7
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Miner baseball continues to
struggle over spring break
by Sean Zuckerman
Assistant Sports Editor
Like their female counterparts,
the University of Missouri-Rolla
men 's baseball team did not fare
well over spring break.
The team headed into spring
break coming off a double header
against Southwest Baptist. After a
10-1 drubbing by Southwest in the
first game, the Miners used a four
run first inning to fuel a 5-2 victory.
Freshman Dallas Bladsel threw
a complete game for the team striking out three players. This split left
the team's Mid-America Intercollegiate Athletic Association at I-I.
But the team 's .500 average would
not last.
A three game mini-series
against Washburn on March 20 and
21 buried the men 's team. The first
game was the highlight of the weekend as the two teams remained tied
until the sixth inning when Washburn put three runners across the
plate to lift them to a 9-6 victory
over the Miners.
.
Jeff Morris and Dwight Ipock
stroked three hits apiece while teammates Jim Vanlten and Pat
O ' Rourke both recorded two hits.
These four players combined for ten
of the team's 12 hits. O'Rourke also
tallied two of the six RBI's in the
game.
The second game proved to be
a disappointment as Washburn dominated the men 's team . The Miners

could only produce five hits in the
second game. Vanlten had 2 RBI's
and Brian Hutsel drove one run in to
account for UMR's three runs in the
10-3 drubbing.
The third game continued the
losing trend. The Miners went down
to defeat by a score of 9-6 to complete the sweep by Washburn. Kyle
Bruemmer cranked his fourth homerun of the season.
Bruemmer had a home run, two
hits and drove in two runs but it was
enough to overcome · four Miner
errors.
The losing streak continued for
the team as they traveled to Warrensburg, Mo for another three game
mini-series. The first game on
March 27 set the tone for the series.
Only six hits and one run spelled
trouble forthe Miners as they fell by
a score of 8- I to Central Missouri
State University.
The second game was not
much better. Only five hits and three
runs could not match the Mule's II
hits and seven runs. The third and
final loss for the Miners was a
blowout. The four runs the Miners
scored were no competition for the
15 runs the Mules scored.
The men take their 5- I 3 overall
record and 1-4 MIAA record into
Wednesday's battle with College of
the Ozarks at I :30 p.m. on the UMR
athletic fields. They will also face
Emporia State on Friday, April 2 at
I p.m. also on the UMR athletic
fields.

Miner tennis team starts
spring season .with victories
by Brad Neuville
Sports Editor
The University of MissouriRolla men 's tennis team got their season underway on Tuesday, March 16
with a victory over the University of
Missouri-St. Louis.
The Miners won the' match 5-4
thanks in large part to strong doubles
play. All three Miner doubles teams
won their matches. The Miners' number one team of Miguel and Javier
Lopez had a resounding 8-2 victory
over UMSL's Scott Goodyear and
Ryan Trela.
The Lopez brothers were also the
only two Miners to win their singles
matches. Miguel Lopez defeated
Goodyear 6-3, 6-4 in the number one
singles slot while Javier Lopez ousted
Townsend Morris 6-2, 7-5 in the number two singles match.
The Min"ers followed up the victory over UMSL with another victory,
thi s time topping Northwest Missouri
State 6-3 . The victory marked the first
time in over 20 years that the Miners
defeated the Bearcats.
Once again the Lopez bothers
lead the team, winning their number
one doubles matc h 8-2 and winning

~ththeir ~~es mM~~

The key for the Miners in this
victory, however, was strong singles
play at the lower positions. In the
number five singles slot Steve Posch
got a 6-3, 7-6 victory for the Miners
and in the number six singles position
Menasche Soloman came back ITom a
first game loss to defeat the Bearcats'
Bradon Willet 3-6, 6-3, 6-2.
After the victory over ·Northwest
the Miners faced off against two nonconference foes in Rockhurst and
Washington University. The Miners
were unable to pull off a victory in
these two ·matches, however, losing to
Rockhurst 6- I and to Washington 9-0.
The Miners only victory over
Rockhurst came in the number three
doubles slot where Mike McCoy and
Robbie Gordon , <Jged out Jon Osgood
and Tyler Johaneh.S-6.
Despite being blanked by Washington the Miners had several close
matches. All three doubles matches
were very close with one, the number
one match, going to a tie-breaker.
The Miners will continue th eir
season today at hom.e when they host
conference foe Southwest Bapti st
University. The Miners will then tra vel to Spri ngfield , Mo., on Friday to
face Drury Coll ege.
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Miner Olympic Feature, Part Eight:

Softball

Olympic baseball ·t o be infused
with professional talent in 2000

reW
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by David Wekesa
Staff Writer
America's favorite national
passtime, better known as baseball,
has evolved from a simple child's
game to become not only one of the
Olympic games, but one of the most
popular sport in the world. During the
19th century, the game grew from a
variety of sports that used a ball and a
bat at the time. It steadily grew and by
the early 20th century, it had become
a sport played by hIghly
skilled profeSSIonal athletes
It's populanty soon

until 1952 when political and other
differences led to a stoppage of World
Cup action. One of the differences
C3JIIe about when the IBA committee
agrttd to actively pursue the possibility ofbasebaJl becoming an Olympic
sporL The main bone of contention
was whether professional baseball
playas were to be allowed to play in
the Olympics and World Cup.
As a sport, baseball has had a
long relationship with the Olympics,
dating back to almost the start of the

ciation, working with it~ affiliate federations worldwide, presented a united front on this question to the International Olympic 'Committee (l0C)
and in 1984, the IBA was recognized
as the official governing body of the
game of baseball. This was the first
step in attain the goal of Olympic
Sport status for baseball, a status that
baseball eventually obtained.
In the Barcelona games of 1992,
baseball was a featured as an
Olympic m·edal sport. It should be
noted however, that only men

0000
'.

play OlympIC baseball The
first OlympIC baseball
champIOnshIp ended up

WIth Cuba takmg the gold
grew, both as an amateur
, ~
and profeSSIOnal sport
()
""
'
medal , Chmese TaIpeI the
throughout the world and
~
SIlver medal and Japan the
It was thIS populanty
bronze medal
,among other fac;ors, that saw
In 1997, baseball reached
It become an OlympIC sport.
-.
another milestone when the IBA
deCided to do away with the rule that
The game of baseball IS currently under numerous national feddisqualified professional players
erations around the world. All these OI)'lDpic games. Baseball has been from taking part in both the Olympic
federations are brought together · showcased as an exhibition Olympic and wo rld cup. This means that many
under the one umbrella body known spoil: seven times since the 191 2 of the professionals in the American
as the International Baseball Associa- Olympic games.
Major Leagues who had been prevition (IBA).
During the Berlin Olympic ously been locked out due to that rule
The first baseball world cup took games · in 1936, 125,000 spectators wi ll be able to take part in the 2000
place in 1938 with only two partici- aammed the stadium to watch an Olympic games as part of their
pating countries, Britain and the exhibition game between two Ameri- . national teams.
This decision ought to boast
U.S.A. and later that year, the I13A can teams. In the 1956 games in Melwas officially founded and it started hoomne, Australia, the spectacle was well , not onl y for international baseorganizing the subsequent world ag;>ivn relived when 114,000 sRecta- ball , but the Olympic movement as a
cups. The second world cup took tors showed up to watch the exhibi- whole. The discerning baseball fan
place in Cuba and was a roaring suc- tioo .games. These attendance num- can rest assured that there will be an
cess with over 50 ,000 spectators bets gave credence to the arg ument enjoya ble, if not extremel y competithai!. !he baseball should become an
ti ve, baseball Olympic bonanza durattending the games.
Other World Championships Olympic sport.
ing the 2000 Sydney games.
where held annually (except in (949)
The International Baseball Asso-

Miner golf team competes over spring break
by Sean Zuckerman
Assistant Sports Editor
The University of MissouriRolla men's golf team began ·their
spring campaign with two meets over
spring break.
On Tuesday, March 23 and
Wednesday, March 24 the Miners
competed in the Missouri Baptist
Invitational at Annbriar Golf Course
in Waterloo, III.
The Miners placed seventh out of
eleven teams in the meet despite having a bad first day.
The Miners then had a day off
before traveling to Warrensburg, Mo.
on Friday, March 26 to compete in the
Crossroads of America Tournament
hosted by Central Missouri State Univers ity.

The meet featured 23 teams from
the midwest The Miners ended up
placing 13th with a two day score of

633_
Sophomore Mike Essenpreis had
an excellent meet for the Miners.
Esseupreis shot 77 the first day and 74
the second day for a two day total of
15 1. The score was good enough to tie
Esseupreis for 18th place individuall y
in lbemeet
The Miners shot 322 the first day
which placed them 16th midway
through the competition. Essenpreis'
14 and junior Andrew Laegler's 74 on
!he second day propelled the Miners
to a score of 311 and moved the team
into 13th place.
The Miners failed to make up
any ground in theconference race
however, as they placed seventh out of

the nine conference teams competing
in the meet.
The Miners still hold seventh
place in the conference ahead of Pittsburg State and Southwest Babptist.
The Miners edged closer to the sixth
spot in conference by beating Missouri Southern at the Crossroads of
America Tournament. The Miners are
just one point away from Southern in
the conference standings with three
more conference meets yet t<1 be
played this season.
The Miners have a week off
before they travel to St. Joseph 's, Mo.,
to compete at the Missouri Western
Invitational on Thursday, April 8 and
Friday, April 9. The meet is a confer~ nce designated tournament and will
be critical in determining the final
standings in conference this year.

Are you looking for a way to make some extra money?
The Miner sports department has several openings. If
you like to write sports let us know!
Contact Brad Neuville
bjn@umr.edu

~====~=~==================================~
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Softball
from page 5
regroup before their second tourname"nt, the West Florida Tournament
also held in Pensacola, FI.
The Lady Miner's offense blossomed in thei r first game agai nst
Shawnee State. Five UMR players
recorded hits including three from
Bokath. Candice Luehrs and Rachel
He lser a lso managed to get hits.
Luehrs and Knust both crossed the
plate to acco unt for the team's two
runs. The game went to nine innings
when the Lady Bears snuck a run
across the plate to wi n the game.
While the team recorded more
hits in the second game against
Shawnee State, they still could not
muster enough runs to surpass the
Bears. Jaime Ostm ann helped her
team out by gaining one of eight hits
and one walk.
The eight hits did not matter,
however, as ihe Lady Miners left eight
players stranded on base. The fo ur
runs scored by the Bears in the first
inning were too much for UMR as

Track
from page 5
the Miners gave a strong showing in
Springfield. Hagen placed second
again in the 3000-meter steeplechase, but cut seconds off his time,
coming in at 9:33.61. Andrew Hennessy orOk lahoma State placed fi rst
in the event with a time of 9: 11.46.
Hagen also placed sixth in the
5000 meter run wit h a time of
15:46.0B. Brown had a good meet
agai n, as well , placing third in the
IIO-meter high hurdles a nd second
in the 400-meter hurdles. Willie
White of UM KC ran the IIO-meter
high hurdles in 14.20 seconds, with
Brow n close behind with a time of
14.70.
Adam Farag also ran in the race

Ihey fell by a score of 4-1.
The Lady Miners faced rival Pitl
State in Iheir next game and inflicted
re venge upon them for knocking them
out of the Spring Fling tournament.
T he team's offense continued its
upward trend. Helser recorded three
hits on the day and teammate Bokath
tallied two. Seven hits were produced
and four runs scored to top the Lady
Gorillas by a score of 4-3.
The productive offense failed to
do anythi ng in the next game against
Spring Hill. Onl y three Lady Miners
recorded hits on the day. The onl y
other offense in the game from UMR
was two walks. The Lady Badgers
could not produce offense either. On
eight hits they onl y managed to score
one run. That one run was enough to
put them up for the duration of the
game.
The Lady Miners recorded their
on ly other win on Friday March 26
against Bossier Parish Commun ity
College in an exhibiti on game. The
final score was 3-0 in favor of UMR.
With their 5- I3 record, the squad took
on West Florida. Despite generating
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for the Miners and placed II th with
a time of 17.B4 seconds. Brian
Moorman of Pi,t State captured first
place for the 400-meter hurdles with
a time of 52.23 seconds. Brown finished with a time of 54.29 and Farag
placed 10th coming in at just over
one minute.

Andy Kasper ran the BOO-meter
race for the Miners, placing 24th
overall with a time of two minutes
and 7.17 seconds . Vince Brown of
Oral Roberts College took top honors in the race with a time of one
minute and 54.23 seconds.
The UMR track team will travel to Joplin , Mi ssouri , for their next
meet. The Missouri Southern State
College Crossroads Invitational will
be he ld on Friday, April 2, and will
be hosted by Missouri Southern.

UNFORTUNATEL~ THIS IS WHERE PEOPLE ARE

PUTTING TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

E

very year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes_
They wind up sending Uncle Sam
money they could be saving for
retirement.

deferred, your money works even

annuities from TIAA-CREF. SRAs not
only ease your current tax bite, they

harder for you.
Today, we offer other before- and
after-tax financial solutions, including
lRAs and mutual funds. They're
backed by the same investment expertise, low expenses, and personal
service that have made TlAA-CREF
the choice of America's educational and

Black & White - $.04/copy
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offer an easy way to build retirement
income-especially for the "extras"
that your pension and Social Security

research community.
Why write off the chance for a
more rewarding retirement? Stop by

HOUR ACCESS AVAILABLE

benefits may not cover. Because your
contributions are made in pretax
dollars, you pay less in taxes now. And
since earnings on your SRAs are tax

your benefits office or call us at
1 800 842-2776 and find out how
TIAA-CREF SRAs can help you enjoy

competing

d seventh
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Iting Misssroads of
Miners are
'outhernin
with three
yel tcr be

eigh l hi ts, two of w hi ch came from
Greenwe ll , and scoring five runs, the
Lady Miners lost by a score of7-5.
On ly one more game remained
for the team before they could come
back to Rolla and recover. Another
low scori ng game resulted in the third
extra-innings game of the week.
Both teams recorded onl y three
hits, but Missouri Southern managed
to score one run in the eight inn ing to
win. Curry had a n outstanding day
striking out six Lady Lions.
The Lady Miners are next in
ac ti on this Wednesday, March 3 I
against Lincoln in Jefferson C ity, Mo.
Emporia State is up on Friday, Ap ril 2
in Emporia, Kan., at 2 p.m.

Fortunate~y, that's a mistake you

can avoid with SRAs - tax-deferred

happier returns.

Other Services Available:

www.tiaa-cref.org

iY?

If

Townfie td Plaza
320 Ichord Ave. Suite H
Waynesville, MO 65583
573-774-5538
573-774-5744 (lax)

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."'
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Yoga:
~.

by Harshal Deshpande
Verve Writer

modem ti mes, the value of Yoga is

by improving circulati on, which in

~eing . i n cre~~.\ng l y., Jccog~ized , for _ turn reli eves built-up tension and

,
• ge.Deral bea l th} ~n'd i!.rp'~~venti ve"and ,. · s~ress. 'SlTetching he lps to to ne and
In the modern days of conipe!i- ·. cu rat.iveclfects.Yoga is.re'ribwnild for~ c0J1d1'tio ~ the musc les, thereby helption, ups and downs, busy schedule its numero_us,.benefits, bu t one of the ing to prevent inj uries.
and lots of worries, a' fee ling com to·. most si~ifiGallt i!f the J.oJe.jt pla~ \n. { : "'. Pran.arefers to vital air or energy,
yo ur mind: "all stressed o ut a~<t~. t~tib:~~iI~ent and ooin'ction;~~;,,~~n~rY.ariia is~the contro l
one to choke." They say that life i~ a
Yoga,a ' Saliskrit ~' w.ard '·'fo'f':' .anO"direcfio·n' of that enerjourney wherein things don't happen .;union ', means an experience of one- gy. Pranayama, therefore,
as they are supposed to. So the stress ":, n.ess'llr. un.ion with- Me's ilitJer being - ... is the conlTol and direction
levels go on increasing. If ..& ~" :.
""~;;;: ·(.s e :r't;;) . :.Of thi s vi tal energy via
:.. '.
- ; Thi s ·~nron· stead y breath ing. Steady
these SlTesses aren ' t controlled -.
i$ .
the breathing increases the
or given a way out they bug the
mind' unit- prana in the body, res ulting
soul and then of course there 's
in good health .
no healthy body without a
ing wi th
healthy soul.
the body
Meditation is the
Stress and tension are uniand breath' practice of mindfulness,
to attain a_ focussing on awareness
versa 1. They do not discrimih i g her whole-heartedly. It is the
nate, as they affect people of
level
of practice of paying attention
all ages and from all walks of
life: In today's society, often
conscious- to everything, down to the
times we cannot prevent stressness. The smallest thing you do in
fu l situations; however, we can
integrated
life . Meditation is not a practice tq
learn to manage and overcome
approac h achieve blank space or blank though t
of mind by blocking, suppressing and neglectthem. But the picture isn' t that
grim. A technique for soul
and body ing our concerns. It is the fee li ng of
cleansing has evolved over the
co n t r 0 I happi ness, ful fi llment, contentment
leads
to and peace within when we close our
years. The technique is called
Yoga. Yoga is the oldest system of ultimate physical health and happi- eyes and integrate our body, mind and
personal development encompassing ness together with the achievement of spirit.
body, mind and spiri t. The origin of mental peace and tranquility.
Altho ugh Yoga is taug ht and
Yoga goes back more than 5000 years.
Asanas are body positions in practiced in different ways, HathayoThis valuable sci ence developed by which one remai ns steady and com- ga, a unique com bi n~ti on of Asanas,
Pranayama and Meditation, provides
the ancient sages of India, and modi- fortable, both physically and mentally"
fied thro ugh generations, took many for a desired length of time without a balanced and wholesome approach
years to spread around the world. In strain. Asanas help the muscles relax
to achiev ing perfect physical and

-,"",1'.:::

The Broke College Student: Auto tips
by Holly Hawkins
Verve Writer

•

t
••

•

B

With the season of Spring in full
bloom, many of us will be o ut and
about, primarily in our vehicles.
Many students do n' t have the money
to get their cars touched up, thus riding around in a vehicle they may think
is too far gone to enhance. These next
few tips not only enhance the look of
your car, but also can save you time
and money.
Windows
Do you have a decal on your
window that just wQn't come off?
Planning on graduating in May and
looking for a quick way to remove
your permit? Forget the tedious work
of a razor blade or even soapy water.
Use Bug and Tar remover. This solution, which can be purchased at most
auto and discount stores for about
$2.00, will break down any of the
glues, label, etc. that are on w indows.
Simply spray a small amount into a
rag and apply. Remnants can then be
wiped away wi th a dry rag or paper
towel. Note: You might want to have
some wate r around to wash off yo ur
window when fini shed ; otherwi se yo u
wi ll have a thin , opaque film on yo ur
car.

Black, Non -Pa int Tri m
t
•

-

~ Does Y.o~u\ trim.s~c"Tll tF ,be dull or

..
•

,,~.

".....'~ .. ~ •• ~.
f "

••

"

f"' •

fading? A quick solution wou ld be to
spray ti re shine (similar in appearance
to Windex) on the area. You can then
either wipe the area wiih a clean rag,
or let it dry on its own. Contrary to the
misconception of many, tire shine can
work for materials other than rubber.
In case you don ' t know what tire shine
is, it is a spray on liquid that restores
color and shine to tires (it makes them
look like they are wet). Note: in order
to apply tire shine to other areas of
your car, you must use tire shine in the
liquid , trigger-nozzle spray form.
Aerosol cans and foamy versions will
not work.

and hobby store. The marker holds
paint, not ink. You can buy the marker in a vari ety of sizes, which allows
for a more accurate correction of the
problem. Note: Even though these
markers work better than regular ones,
they are still inferior to industrial
automotive paint and you ma~' need to
do touch up work every four to six
months.

CD's
For those of you who are fortunate enough to have a CD player in
your car, this somewhat applies to
you. If you arc having trouble with
your CD's are far as cracking and
Black Aluminum Trim
sk ipping, the actual CD, rather than
The engineer who decided to the player may be the problem.
give aluminum trim a coat of black Before yo u take your CD player in to
paint obviously didn 't get his degree be checked, try washing your CDs.
from UM R. Many cars, especially To wash a CD, dunk them into a conAmerican models that have thi s trim tai ner filled with lukewarm, soapy
primarily in between doors, have (dish soap) water. With a lint-free
ex peri enced a flakin g off of the black cloth, gentl y wipe your CD dry, starting from the center in a direction that
paint to reveal the shiny aluminum
underneath. Rather than paying the is outward and straight (never rub a
average $ 150 fee charged to repaint CD with a rag in a circular I clockwise
these areas, some people use magic manner! ).
If yo u see any visible
markers as their own form of touch scratches in yo ur CD, apply a small
up. Usually this resu lts in temporary amount of toothpaste to the area and
res ults, w ith the marker either fad ing wipe the same way as directed above.
or washing away. My so lution: Use a The toothpaste acts as an abrasive,
Painters (brand name) paint marker in
minimizing the depth of the scratch .
the co lor bl ack. The marker, which Whi le you r CD may not re turn to its
sell s for abou t $3.00, can be pur- or igina l condition , this treatment
"c;hf~e? either ill W~I;¥2 r! , or a ,craft.... sho;i1,d lelimin ~t; ,skipping.. • ~
••

• ••

'._'.\o.":w:~.T "
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manag e l11 ent

mental health, happiness and tranqui lity. There-are several y.oga techniques
that can be used to alleviate- stress in
life as well as to rejuvenate the body,
mind and spiTi\. Contrary to popu lar
,be lief, you do not havk to prac'tfce an
'" .
,
' hour of' ),oga
each day ' to
att~in results.
In fae?: just
tak,il)g'" ten to
fifteen minutes
out of your
schedul e can
prove to be
ext r e m ely
refreshing and
helpful. This
is especially
beneficial to
busy people
who often find
themselves pressed for time. Yoga's
several benefits can be seen by first
examining the effects of stress on the

body and mind, and then describing
the breathing exercises and postures
that can be utili zed to overcome
stress.
When we are confronted with
stressfu l situations, our mind shifts
towards the situation and away from
the body 's natural balanced state.
Breathing becomes rapid and short,
whil e normal breathing is overlooked .
This causes a deficiency of oxygen,
which is needed to maintain general
health , as well as to balance our emotional and mental states. This results
in musoular tension, caus ing
increased irritability and anxiousness.
There are various breathing exercises
and postures that can be utilized to
relieve bui lt-up tension and stress.
Breathing is something we all do, but
practicing it correctly and consciously
is entirely another matter. Practicing
controlled yogic breathing, or

See Yoga, page 11

The Broke Col/ege Student:

Additional Internet samples
by Holly Hawkins
Verve Writer
http://www.usemu se . com/ samp l e_ec.cfm
Free samples and discounts from MUSE;' an up-and-coming, chich, cosmetic compa'riy. Try samples of their Seaplant Mineral Shower Gelee™ and
B otanical Body Smoothing Oil™ and a 50% off coupon on tbeir spa-in-abox™ and feel better already!

http://www . dhccare .. com/dhc2/freesamples/index.htm
Free samples from DHC skin care. This web site is truly a gem. The
upscale (similar to Garden Botanika located in shopping malls), bas an
online catalogue. The company lets you select whatever you want to try from
their product line. After your request, they will then mail you your sample,
or should 1 say samples, in a short period oftime.

http : //www.stetsoncountry.com/sweeps/sweeps_form.html
Free sample of Stetson Country cologne f9r men. AU you need to do is
fill out a short survey. Not only will you receive a free sample of the Stet,
son Country, but you'll also be entered in the Stetson Country Sweepstakes
for a chance to win up to $5OO!

http : //www.jnj-merck.com/Mylanta/freesamp.htm
Free sample of Mylanta Supreme (just in time for finals!). Supposedly,
this antacid tastes better and relieves upset stomach and heartburn faster than
its competitors. The new and improved version also claims to have no aftertaste and will be sent to you in the cherry flavor version.

Spring Film Fest: Antonia's Line
Directed by Marleen Gorris,
Academy AlVard winner for Best Foreign Film.
The story begi ns in 1945 with the
ruggedly regal Antonia returning to
the small-minded backwater village
of her birth. Over several decades, a
quiet but profound revolution takes
place as Antoni a's farm becomes the
center of a matri archal utopia, based
on common sense and to lerance.
1996-R. In Dutch with English
subtitles.
This film will be shown on Tuesday, April 6 at 7:00 p.m. in Leach
Theater of !=astl;~an ~~I ! ... • ..
• •
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CD Reviews: Wilco nearly a ride to Panama City
by Kevin Jacobson
Verve Writer
WeJl , I hope .everyone had as
good of a spring break as I did . I
drove to Ohio to visit fami ly. Now,
I'm back in RoJla for j ust a few more
weeks until the lazy days of summer.
A qui ck tip to aJl the guys, if you dri ve
with your girl friend, she won 't keep
her mouth shut.
For th is week , I have a few good
CDs. In case anyone has been keeping track, mostly I've been giving bad
reviews, but thi s week I' m in a pretty
good mood because of spring break,
even the drive through Indiana (I recommend everyone visit Hoos ier
National Forest).
I dec ide to base this week's
reviews on di fferent spring break destinations:

*****

Panama C ity

**** Mex ico

... Ohio •• St. Louis • RoJla

····112

"Summer Teeth " Wileo
Wilco is a band that directly
descends from the band Uncle Tupelo.
I know that at least three people out
there have heard of them. I was introduced to the Uncle T~pelo / Wilco /
Son Volt scene (this is an obscure reference, congratu late yourse:f if you
know it) while I was in high school. I
have mildly foJlowed it since then.
"Summer Teeth" seems to me a

lot more artistic than most other stuff
I've heard. Wilco stiJl has the slow
country-rock style that is just plain
fun to listen to. Many of the songs on
this album have dark lyrics about relationships. For example, "Vi a Chicago" starts off with the lin e, " I
dreamed about kiJling you again last
night / And it felt alright to me."
If yo u are parti al to the slower
songs of Credence Clearwater
Rev ival, Uncle Tupelo or like fo lk
music, I recommend acquiring this
album as soon as poss ible. If you are
pl anning on heading through any of
the fl at states that border Missouri,
thi s album is great accompanying
music.

"Mobile Esta tes" Citizen King •••
When I first li stened to thi s
album, I had no idea what this was,
but my roommate did. Congratul ations Dave. Thi s is the major label
debut for the quintet from Wisconsin.
The fi rst single, " Bener Days", has
been gettihg a fa'ir amount of airplay
on MTV and many radio stations.
The type of music that Citizen King
plays has been labeled attenti on
defi cit music. I am not exactly sure
how to defin e th at title, but I think it
fits.
This album has been compared
to Beck's "Odelay". I can see some
similarities, but I don't totally. The
songs on "Mobile Estates" all sound

read~

by MattheW Ab

~
Last week, tet

photo courtesy of Reprise Records

Rocko's Review: EDtv is not The Truman Show

Good Reads:
Hunter's Moon and Vittorio the Vampi re
by M. Tasin Sharif

EDtv seems doomed to spend its
ex istence in the shadow of the 1998
hit The Tnllllall Show. Whil e The Tr:umall Show was hitting the big screen,
EDtv, sti Jl in prod uction, was garnering some attention as a "Truman"
wannabe. And now that EDtI' has
been released, critics and viewers
alike cannot help but compare the two

Verve Writer

mo vies.

Yet, after having seen both
movies, I can teJl you that they have
little in common. The only idea they
reaJl y share is one in which a TV network broadcasts the life or'some person nonstop. From there the two stories compl etely diverge.
This would suggest that EDtv is an
ori ginal piece of work. But that
wou ld be a bad assumption. In fact,
EDtv is a remake of the 1994 Canadian comedy Louis XIX: Le roi des
olldes.
The Take:
A cable television channel, True
TV, is suffering from dismal ratings.
One of the network 's executi ves, Cynthia Toppings (EJl en DeG eneres ;
ABC's " EJlen," Mr. Wrollg ), comes up
with a plan to put the unedited life of
an ordi nary person on television 24
hours a day, seven days a week.
Toppings .chooses Ed Pekurny
(Matth ew McConaughey; COllta ct,

Matthew Mc90naughey and Woody Harr~I ~C1, n
Pekurny brothers, Ed and Ray in the new Ron Howard comedy, EDtv. This film also stars Ellen DeGeneres as Cynthia
Topping s.
p ho to courtesy of Reprise Records
Amistad), a ch arming Texas-born
loser livi ng in San Francisco. Almost
from the time the cameras first focus
in on Ed, his once simple life gets
turned on its hee l (in front of a nationwide audi ence, no less).

Rocko 's Two Cents:
Most of the charm of Ed TV is in
its story conflicts and the irrepress ibl e
situation comedy that fo Jl ows. Then
again , the same could be sa id for program line-ups of every network televi -

sion station .
Nevertheless,
thoro ughly
enjoyed EDtv and even laughed
myself siJly at a few parts of the
movie. But as one of the TV executives proclaims in the movie: Once it
goes off the air, it ' JI be forgotten in six
months. (Or something to that effect.)
A simi lar statement could be
made for EDtv itself: Once the credits roJl , it ' ll be forgotten for six
mon ths (by then it wi ll be out on
video).

The Missouri Miner needs writers!
E-mail miner@umr. edu for more 'i nformation

Qrg c

Air

" Sumo" The Superjesus • ••
The Superj esus is an -Australian
quartet that has been around for a few
years and has gone through a few
changes in its line-up. The current
incarnati on features Sarah McLeod on
voca ls with Chris Tennent, Paul
Berryman, and Stuart Rudd backing
her up.
Th is album shows some talent as
a rock album, but it is nothing special.
I think it sounds like Bush with a
female lead singer. The si nging needs
to be cut back and the music should be .
s~owcased more. The guitar work
sounds exceJl ent and thi s is an album
that wiJl stay in my coJlection, but I
think it is a little bit duller than it
should be. I recommend that the
Superjesus put something more exciting into their next album or maybe
even just change their name to The
Mediocrejesus.
Wilco turns in a winner with new album, " Summer Teeth".

Reviewer-at-Large

March

~

different , but have enough simil arity
that I wiII say they are all the same. If
you have heard " Better Days" then
you have pretty much heard this entire
disc. If you love the song though,
then you shou ld probably buy this
album.
This is a good album for si tting
around in the summer. It is a fast
paced album that flows smoothl y
from one song to the next. There is a
nice fusion of jazz and funk and rock
and even a little bit of polka music.

by Jus tin Sutherland

ednesday,

The ratings: ••••• = Daringly good
•••• = Give it a shot.
••• = Worth looking
Book:
Hunter's Moon
Author: Dana Stabenow
Genre: Detective/Mystery
Rating: ******
Alaskan fron tierwo man Kate
Shugak loves the life she has made
for herself. She assists her fr iend,
George, as a tourist guide for visitors who enjoy hunting. Her present
clients are the top executives of a
radio company, the only one th at
gives Microsoft a run for its money.
The company, DRG , is under Federal scrutiny. However, the FB I, CIA
and SEC are aJl after the company.
Tentatively, they take on a wilderness expedition. Kate fi nds her
lover and is soon involved in a web
of conspiracy.
The latest Kate mystery,
" Hunter's Moon", is a much darker
tale than most of the previous novels
in this fine series. But by moving
her two main actors on their personal fronts, Stabenow has countered
th e dark ness of the enthraJl ing story
line. This, in turn , makes the nove l
one of the best entries in the coJlection as perilous events interfere
aJlow ing the brave duo to come
closer to a good relat ionship.
Stabenow continues to produce a

fascinating read.
Book:
Vittorio the Vampire
Author: Anne Rice
Genre: Horror
Rating: ****
It is Renaissance in Florence.
Vittorio enj oys being a member of
the nobility. However, in 1450, a
pack of bloodthirsty vampires obliterates his entire fami ly as Vittorio
watches in horror. He follows the
demon s to seek retribution. Yet,
Ursula, a gorgeous vampiress,
bewitches Vittorio.
Ursula transforms him to one
of the undead. Vittorio torments
between hi s new thirst and his lost
humanity. While hi s inner chaos
threatens to destroy their latent eternal love, she continues to reach out
to him.
. As the king of vampire novels,
Rice returns with her twenty-first
entry. The plot is her usual fare of a
noble male suffering between his
love for a vampiress and the hell she
has doomed him to exist in for eternity. The love vampiress turns 180
degrees since Ursula never is developed as a fu ll -blown character, leaving readers to see one viewpoint, the
angst of Vittorio. Rice's hordes of
fans will devour "Vittorio the Vampire", but the remaining will want to
pass it on as another of those typical
tales.
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Organizational
Air
Force
ready
for
by Matthew Abele
Air Force ROTC
Last week, ten University of
Mi sso uri-Rolla Air Force ROTC
detachment 442 cadets ga ined
authorization to attend Field Training this summer.
Cadets Baker, Berg, Bieger,
Oemis, Fields, Kopp, McMenamy,
Oltmanns, Pindar and Seal were all
se lected along w ith hundreds of
other cadets from around the nation
to head to different Air Force bases
in the U.S. to receive military training.
The cadets have not received
information as to what base they
will be going or the exact dates yet,
but all the cadets from UMR detachment 442 are ready to go. These

Update

ROTC
field

cadets have been working hard this
past semester to prepare themselves
for one of the biggest challenges
they will face as a cadet.
All of

into

compet ii v e
se lec t

process
based on
grades, physical fitness, and a rating given by the ROTC commander
at the beginning of the semester,
and recentl y received news that
they were se lected to attend Field
Training this summer.

cadets
training
Field Traini ng is a high ly
intense four or five week training
encampment in which cadets are put
through tough physical and mental
challenges. Every day at Fie ld
Training, cadets are forced to make
quiCK and correct decisions and push
not on ly themselves, but also the
other members of their group.
The Field Training atmosphere
is set up to teach cadets valuable
leadership ski lis and evaluate their
performance in the application of
these skills with their peers.
Once these cadets have completed Field Training they will be
eligible to enter into the Professional Officer Course (POC) at their
detachment and continue on towards
achiev ing a comm ission as an Air
Fo'rce officer.

Student Union Board presents its
annual Easter Egg Hunt April 1
by Steven Truemper
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Student Union Board
Thursday April I at 7p.m. Student Union Board presents its annual Easter Egg Hunt (no foolin ' ). This
is open to the entire campus and is
FREE. To participate meet at the
Puck that ni ght at 7p.m. Prizes
include movies, CD 's, sport equipment and lots and lots of candy.
This weekend's SUB movie is
Airplane!. Airplane l is considered
among many to be the epitome of

satire film-making. After all, it's
brought to us by one of "the best
known satire writing/directing
teams, the Zucker Brothers.
Althoug h I
had seen '

t hi s
movie before, I still laugh thru the

entire th ing. Airplane! w ill be
shown in ME 104 at 7p.m. 'and
9p.m. Friday and Saturday.
There is still time to pick
up an appli cation to be a SUB d irector for the 1999-2000 school year.
Positions include Concerts, Film,
Performing Arts, Leisure and Recreation , Special Events, Light and
Sound and Vari ety. If you are interested stop by the SUB office and
pick up an appl ication. If you would
like to know more about these positions please e-mail s u b@umr . edu.

10th annual well ness bash to be
held at UMR on Apri l 7
tested at th e nearb y University Center East cam psites . .
UMRTECHS
Join us and the rest of the University of Mi ssouri-Rolla communiOn Apri l 7, 1999 , take time to
ty for the 10th Annual Wellness
visit We ll sv ill e, a Health Watch
Bash located on the 2nd
Community Stroll down
floor of UCE from 9a.m.
PhysicalAvenueandhave T
un ti I 3p.m. This event is
yo ur cholesterol , blood V.trll1
pressure and blood sugar <
being sponsored by Stuchecked
Meet yo ur
dent Health Services,
fnends on SOCial CIrcle,
I
t
~ with UMR's Staff Counwhere you can visit the
'
,... ~ "
cil teaming up to make
TECHS and enjoy refreshments.
where You can learn abou t organ
the event open and free to all stuLearn about recycling on Environ- donation and to have your hearing dents, staff, and facu lty.

by Hope Burken

mental Lane. Relax on the Sp iritual
Expressway and Emotional Boulevard. Don 't forget to stop off for
that much needed massage! A hike
into the great outdoors is a must,

I.ADe

'Y"r:CHrc
c:

Are you creative? Do you like to write about music,
theater, philosophy or just whatever comes to your mind?
THE VERVE SECTION NEEDS WRITERS FOR THE
REMAINDER OF THIS SEMESTER AND NEXT YEAR!

E-mail
______

~effrev

Leong at 1 eong@umr ~ edu ,
:-:.,,:-___________

.,.....:..;.....:..:...:.,,......,.;.._..,.....,.~~~....,.,..-.,...--"!.~
.
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Looking for love in all
the online places
by Michael Tedeschi
LA. Times/Washington Post
So you ' re looking for love, or at
least companionship but you ' re
bored with bars and leery of office
romances, and your last couple of
blind dates were as fun as job interviews.
Well , the Internet offers several
ways to meet new peopl e. The first is
the personals ads at most portal sites.
They' re li ke newspaper personals,
just cruder (some may find that 's
amusement enough) . Then there are
the chat areas, on America Online but
also the N et itself, focu sing on
"rom ance" or "rel ationships." Most

of these chatters, however, don ' t seem
to be interested in romance per se so
much as sex; the eas il y offended
shou ld cl ick elsewhere.
The third option is matchmaking sites,
s uch
as
Matchmaker
(http : //www . matchmaker . com)
, Match.com (h t tp://www.mat.J
ch. c om) and the Romance C lub
(http:/ / www.romanceclub.com).
At them, you answer a batch of standardized questions about yourself and
what you ' re looking for, then post a
narrative self-description. This profile
then gets posted, complete with an

Yoga
from page 9
pranayama is a very va luable technique that will lead to a better and
healthier lifestyle. There are several
breathing techniques that can be utilized to relax your bod y and mind .
Some of these incl ude simple breathing, alternate nostril breathing and
complete breathing. These tech niques
will improve oxygen intake and circulation, thereby relax ing both the mi nd
and body.
Simple breathi ng is a great technique to start out w ith because it is the
base of all th e other breathing techniques. In simple breathing, you take
the time to observe your natural
breathing because thi s allows you to
become more awa re of your breath.
Increased awareness of your breathing leads to your peace of mind and
purifies all the breathing channel s. It
also all ows you to be more alert and
relaxed in stressful situations. Doing
just one to two minutes of thi s simple
breathing will make yo u more relaxed
and wi ll alleviate some of the stress
you encounter in a day.
Alternate nostril breathing can
be utilized to attain tranquillity and to
have a balanced peace of mind . After
practicing a couple of rounds of this,
yo ur breathing will naturally get
deeper and smoother, thereby improving the quality of blood circulati ng to
all areas of the body.
Complete breathing is also very
beneficial as it revitalizes your energy
and quickl y relaxes the entire system.
Practi cing postures with stead y
.r<:l axed breathing, ca,n alleviate the

anonymous e-mai l address for interested parties to contact you at; you, in
turn, can search through others'
responses and read their essays. All of
thi s costs between $7 and $13 a
month.
After exhaustive " research," differences among these sites became
evident. Matchmaker can pose some
off-putting questions (" Do yo u have a
private place to take a partner?"), but
its users, in turn , have some pretty sarcastic answers (" When r can get the
car keys"). The thoroughly cheesy
Romance Club might as well be the
Hair Club. Match.com, one of the
biggest and oldest sites, offers more
features - for instance, it forwards
responses to your e-mail address
instead of making you visit its site to

see

who '~

said "hi" -

and its mem-

bers seem a little more mature.
But even on the better sites there
wi ll always be rude, misleading or
just odd people. Not everybody wants
to date someone with a menagerie of
animals and a gun fetish - but you
may not find out about those eccentricities until you ' ve invested some
serious time. If nothing else, though ,
using these sites can give you some
great stories. Which yo u can tell to
break the ice on your next blind date.
physical effects of stress and accum ulated tens ion as well. Some quick, but
effective yoga exercises that can be
practiced are neck movements and
shoulder socket rotation that relaxes
the neck and upper back. Several
stretches ' in cludi ng palm and feet ,
double angle and triang le stretch can
improve your circulation . Having
good circulati on is extremely important because our life fl uids are blood
and oxygen. By encouraging a good
supply of both, it revital izes the body
and allows you to be more focused
and concentra te clearl y.
Other factors that also cause
stress are suppressing emotions and
worrying needlessly. Instead of suppress ing yo ur feelings, try to gain a
better unde rstanding of them by meditating and focusing on yo ur breath. It
is also very crucial to understand that
wo rrying about the future does not
produce a favorable outcome and, in
fact, detracts from your performance.
Worrying causes a shortness of
breath, creating stress and tension
which are both harmful to your mind
as well as body. It is important to
focus on the present moment, utilizing
it t6 plan the future and to do what
you can, to the best of your ab ility.
Stress and tension impact our
entire being; our body, mind and spirit. However, we can overcome the
effects of stress and manage them by
utilizing the beneficial breathing techniques and postures that yoga provides. These techniques can not only
alleviate the problems we encounter
daily, but can revitalize and nourish
the mind, body and spirit over a prolonged period of time, enabling all of
us to have long and healthy lives.
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Comics / Diversions
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
DOWN ,
t' ,
1 Scottish cap
2 Wide Japanese sash
3 Place for relaxa tion
4 Blemish
5 Sly
6· li' levated railroad
"
7 Part or face
8 Rub out
!,
9 Sell
--!--+--+-'---1 10 Frozen water
11 Spread grass ror drying
16 Lease
16 Arornic, reddish wood
--f---l 20 Perusing
2 1 Warm thoroughly
22 Protective body coverinoi
23 Wagers
25 Iron
26 To one side
26 12th Greek letter
29 Distinct p~ch
1---+---1----1 32 Sioux tribe
33 All right
36 Small brimless cap
38 Sleeveless coat
.
40 Clock cl/ckings
42 Fish
32 WilderneSs
44 Informer (Bm. slang)
34 Seventh musical n<>le
45 Take away; subtract
3S Cries
4B Mineral spring
37 Slope downward
47 Age; etern~
3B Irate
48 Conjunction
39 Entertain
49 Hearing organ
41 Direction (abbr.) ,
50 Cereal grass
42 Very strong wind
53 Commun~ college degree (al
43 Growing older
45 Stop
4B N. Arner. Indian tribe
ANSWERS
48 SeU
51 Hawaiian food
ApPEAR ON
52 German (slang)
54 Put
PAGE
55 Saturated hydrocarbon (sur.)
56 Glide along
57 Before (poetic)
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40;
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DI mANIIN I'tINAIJl IGrad
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ACROSS
1 Rocks on hll~op
4Vl<!!N
9 Piece
1216th president (abbe)
t3 Hue
14 High card
15 Place Incorrectly
17 Declared holy
19 Over (poetic)
20 Redo
21 Sharp taste
23 Eldst
24 Accumulation of body fiu lds
27 Scrap or food
28 Veal
30 Gr. God of War
31 Morning (abbr.)

.ftf'~:
'W',.:

'.'.:,::'~:',
:·t·.~"a ·W~
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http://www.geocities.com/Hollywood/5945/bgb2/bgb2-01.htm1

MINER ADJUSTMENTS
RIGHT THEN. IF THE FINGERS ON

':'

By C. James,

~----------~~--'--'IV-----~----~~-----

YEAH , WELL-LIKE, J'M PREMED , .. AND I

YOUR RIGHT HAND ARE EXTENDED IN THE

DON'T UNDERST AND WHY I HA VE TO TAKE

DIRECTION OF ROTATION ABOUT A

THIS CLASS. I' M TIRED OF BUSTING MY

ROTATING DISK, THEN YOUR THUMB WILL

BUn TRYING TO MAINTAIN MY GRADE IN

POINT IN THE DIRECTION OF THE ANGULAR

HERE. AND I'VE COME TO THE

VelOCITY VECTOR , ANY QUESTIONS?

CONCLUSION THAT PHYSICS DOESN 'T
HAVE A o@/I#THINGTO DO WITH

---------------------............~

M
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Ful/-Time/ Summer

.--~

ACCURIDE
Interview Date: 04I09J9912:oo:00 AM

BAUSCH & LOMB SURGICAL
Interview Date: 04113199 12:00:00 AM

http://www . accuride.com

http : //www.bausch.com

Schedule No: 815
Position: 'Full-Time: Metallurgical Engineer
Location: Henderson, KY
Minimum GPA: ·2.95
Grad Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM to 08101/99 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only

Position: 'Full-Time: Electronics Design Engineer
Location: SI. Louis, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 12101/9812:00:00 AM to 08101/9912:00:00 AM
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS
ELEC B
ELEC M
These will be 45 Minute interviews Schedule being set up from resumes sent to the company by the cae

METa

METM

OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: April 1 - 8:00 a.m.
.AMERICAN BOTTOMS REGIONAL WASTEWATER TREATMEN
Interview Date: 0411019912:00:00 AM
.
Schedule No: 830
Position: 'Summer Intern
Location: Sauget, Illinois
Minimum GPA: 2,0
Grad Date: 05101/00 12:00:00 AM to 12101/02 12:00:00 AM
Classification: So.
Jr.
Sr.
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
CHEM B
ENG B
LlFS B

gon May 1

I

Deadline for submitting resumes: April 8 NO CAMPUS INTERVIEW - collecting resumes
only for company

AMERICAN GREETINGS
Interview Date: 03131/9912:00:00 AM

http : / / www . americangreetings. c om

html

Schedule No: 796
Position: 'Full-Time: Industrial Engineer
Location: Osceola, Arkansas
Minimum GPA: 2.65
Grad Date: 12101 /9812:00:00 AM to 08/01 /99 12:00:00 AM
Gr. Stu.
Classification: Sr.
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS
CMPS B
CMPE B
CMPE M
ELECM
CMPS M
ELEC B
ENPLB
, EMAN B
EMAN M
MECH M
ENPLM
MECH B
MGTS B
MGTS M
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tuesday, March 30 - 6:00 p.m. 201 Norwood Hall
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 19 - 8:00 a.m.
ANHEUSER BUSCH
Interview Date: 03131/9912:00:00 AM

http: // www.anheuser-busch.com
Schedule No: 810
Position: 'Full-Time: Brewing/Maintenance
Location: SI. Louis, MO Brewery
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 12101/9812:00:00 AM to 08/0119912 :00:00 AM
Gitize(1ship: USIPerm Only
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
ELEC B
MECH B
Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall Deadline for submitting resumes:
March 30 - 8:00 a.m.
BANDAG,INC
Interview Date: 0410819912:00:00 AM

BENHAM GROUP, INC,
Interview Date: 04lO6I99 12:00:'0 0 AM
Position: 'Full-Time: Electrical Engineer
Location: SI. Louis, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 05101/9912 :00:00 AM to 08101/9912 :00:00 AM
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
ELEC B
Deadline for submitting resumes: April 1 - 8:00 a.m.
CARONDELET CORPORATION
Interview Date: 03131/9912:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 802
Position: "Full-Time: Tooling Engineer
Location: Pevely, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.45
Grad Date: 05/01/9912 :00:00 AM to 08/01 /9912:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USIPerm Only
Sign-Up Method: Manual
MECH B
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: March 16 - 8:00 a.m.
CATERPILLAR COMPANY
Interview Date: 03/31/9912:00:00 AM

http ://www.eAT. c om
Schedule No: 784
Position: 'Summer Intern: Chemical Engineering
Lo~ation: Peoria, IL
Minimum GPA: 2.8
Grad Date: 12101/9912 :00:00 AM to 12101 /02 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USIPerm Only
Sr.
Gr. Stu.
Classification: So.
Jr.
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS
CHEB
MUST have 2.8 GPA overall and in major Students interviewing should take a transcript
with them to the interview Deadline .for submitting resumes: March 16 - 8:00 a.m.
COl CORPORATION
Interview Date: 03131/9912:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 789
Position: "Full-Time
Location: Peoria, Illinois
Minimum GPA: 2.65
Grad Date: 05/01 /9912:00 :00 AM to 01 /01 /0012:00:00 AM
Sign-Up Method : PRS-CLOSED
MECH B
MET B
THIS IS A CONTRACT COMPANY No on-campus recruiting - collecting resumes only for
company Deadline for submitting resumes: March 19 - 8:00 a. m.

htt p: //www.bandag . com
Schedule No: 773
Position: 'Full-Time & Summer Intern: R&D Engineer
Location: Muscatine, IA
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 05101/0012:00:00 AM to 12101 /02 12:00:00 AM
Classification: So.
Jr.
Sr.
Gr. Stu .
Sign-Up Method: PRS-CLOSED
CHE B
CHEM
EMAN B
EMAN M
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednesday, April 7 - 7:00 p.m. Silver & Gold Room UCE Deadline for submitting resumes: March 18 -8:00 a.m.

CITY OF CRESTWOOD
Interview Date: 04110/9912:00:00 AM

http : //www . ci . crestwood .mo . us
Schedule No: 832
Position: "Summer Intern
Location: Crestwood, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 05/01 /0012 :00:00 AM to 12101 /02 12:00:00 AM
Sr.
Gr. Stu.
Classification: So.
Jr.
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
CIVLB
Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall Deadline for submitting resumes:
April 5 - 8:00 a.m. NO CAMPUS INTERVIEWS - collecting resumes only for company

sdaY, Ma
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q)inner with Senator Stee{maQ
Date: April 8, 1999
Time: 7:00 - 8:30 PM
Place: Centennial Hall West
in UCE
J{ostea 6y 71ie jIssociateaStudents of tlie Vniversity of9rtissouri
I/71ie Student 'Voice in State qovemment"
The dinner is open to all current UMR students , faculty and staff free of charge.
Seating is limited. Reservations must be made by Friday, April 2.
212 UCW .. 341-4970 .. umrasum@umr.edu .. www.umr.edu/ - umrasum

Wednesday, March 31, 1999

CITY OF MARYLAND HEIGHTS
Interview Date: 0410619912:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 818
Position: 'Summer Intern: Municipal Engineering Internship
Location: Maryland Heights, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 12101/9912:00:00 AM to 12101/00 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US/Perm Only
Classification: Sr.
Gr. Stu.
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
CIVL B
C IV L M
Information on how to apply for position available in 301 Norwood Hall
Applications MUST be recieved at the city by April, 1999 NO CAMPUS INTERVIEW
CLEVELAND-CLIFFS, INC.
Interview Date: 04117/9912:00:00 AM
Cliffs Mining Services Company
Schedule No: 812
Position: ' Summer Intern: Cliffs Mining Services Company's
Research Laboratories
Location: Ishpeming, Michigan; Hibbing, Minnesota
Minimum GPA: 2.0
.
Grad Date: 12101 /9912:00:00 AM to 12101 /01 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US/Perm Only
Classification : Jr. Sr.
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
CER B
CHE B
ELEC B
METB
Details on how to apply and information on position available in 301
Norwood Hall Deadline for submitting resumes: April 15 - 8:00 a.m.
NO CAMPUS INTERVIEW - Collecting resumes only for company
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CRAWFORD, MURPHY & TILLY, INC.
Interview Date: 04/0819912:00:00 AM

http.//www.cmtengr.com

1HI1IIIIII1IIIIIl1llllll1llllll1llllll1llllll1llllll1llllll1llllll1llllll1llllll1llllll1llllli1llllll1llllll1llllli1llllll1llllll1llllll1llllll1llllll1llllll1llllll1llllll1llllli1llllll1llllll1llllli1llllll1llllll1llllli1llllll1llHlll Schedule No: 569
Position: ' Full-Time: Entry Level Transportation Engr; Entry Level
Environmental Engr.
Location: SI. Louis, MO; Springfield, IL; Aurora , IL; Rockford IL
Minimum GPA: 2.7
Grad Date: 05/01/9912:00:00 AM to 08/01/9912:00:00 AM
Citizenship : US Only
Sign- Up Method: PRS-FCFS
C IVLB
CIVLM
Deadline for submitting resumes : March 16
DELOITTE & TOUCHE
Interview Date: 04119/9912:00:00 AM

http.//www.dttus.com

PREREOmslTE: ADRENALINE
Drive. Int ens ity. Those aren 't
your character, confidence and
words you're likely to see in many
d e cision- maki ng skills. Again ,
course requirements. Then again
word s other courses seldom use .
Army ROTC is unlike any other
But they're the credits you need to
elective. It 's hands-on excitesucceed in life. ROTC is open to
men!. ROTC wi ll cha ll enge you
freshmen and sophomores withmentally an d physically --~~- out obligation and requires
through int e nse l eade rship
about five hours p e r week. Regtr aining. Training that builds
ister this term for Army ROTC.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
For

details, visit Room 301 , Harris Hall or call
341-6807

Schedule No: 834
Position: ' Full-Time: Staff
Location: SI. Louis, MO; Kansas City, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.45
Grad Date: 1210 1/9812:00:00 AM to 08/01 /9912:00:00 AM
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
CMPE B
CMPS B
MGTS B
Deadline for submitting resumes: April 5

Easter
Oayligh

Begins

DOE RUN COMPANY
Interview Date: 0410619912:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 824
Position: ' Full-Time
Minimum GPA: 2.75
Grad Date: 05/01 /99 12:00:00 AM to 08/01/99 12:00:00 AM
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS
MECH B
Schedule set up from resum es sent to the company by the COC
ENGINEERING DESIGN SOURCE INC.
Interview Date: 04102199 12:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 823
Position: ' Full-Time: Transpo rtation Engineer-Lambert Airport Expansion
Location: SI. Louis, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.75
Grad Date: 05/01/9912:00:00 AM to 08/01 /9912:00:00 AM
Sign-Up Method: Manual
CIVLB
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: Immediately

1V1V1V.un
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KCPL
Interview Date: 0410319912:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 814
Position: 'Summer Intern: Information Technology Intern
Location : Kansas City. MO
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 12101/9912:00:00 AM to 08/01/00 12: 00:00 AM
Gr. Stu.
Classification: Jr. Sr.
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
CMPE B
CMPS B
MGTSB
Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall Deadline for submitting resumes:
April 1 - 8:00 a.m. NO CAMPUS INTERVIEW - collecting resumes only for company

sync Group Inc.
I/Ylew Date: 04101/9912:00:00 AM
,edule No: 792
iitiOn: • Full-Time: Sales Engineer
:alion: Kansas City. MO
,imum GPA: 2.45
,d Date: 05/01/99 12:00:00 AM to 08101/9912:00:00 AM
n'Up Method: PRS-CLOSED
ELEC B
CMPE B
ILB
AN B
GEE B

hip

.CH B

E-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednesday. March 31 - 6:30 p.m. Missouri Room f Deadline for submitting resumes: March 18 - 8:00 am.

OIWOOd

N

Hall

oCAM-

y's

J CONTROL SYSTEMS
ervfew Date: 04103199 12:00:00 AM
1edule No: 819
;ilion: 'Full-Time & Summer Intern
;alion: Unknown
rinum GPA: 2.75
ad Date: 12101/98 12:00:00 AM to 12101/01 12:00:00 AM
~enship: US/Perm Only
lSSification: Jr. Sr.
,",Up Method: PRS-Open

KIRKHAM MICHAEL
Interview Date: 0410519912:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 813
Position: ' Summer Intern
Location: Louisburg . KS
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 12101 /991 2:00:00 AM to 12101 /02 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US/ Perm Only
Classification: Fr.So.
Jr.
Sr.
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
CIVLB
GEE B
GEOLB
Information on position and how to apply available in 301 Norwood Hall Dead line for submitting resumes: April 3 - 8:00 a.m. NO CAMPUS INTERVIEW - collecting resumes only
for company

IPE B
fPS B

EC B
,CH B
lCAMPUS INTERVIEW - colleting resumes only for company Deadline for submitting
iIIIl1es: April 2
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STUDENT UNION

April 1999
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1 Good Friday
Airplane

6 April Fools Comedy 7

Easter
Daylight Savings
Begins

8 Caddyshack

Series 8pm UCE cafe

13 April Fools Comedy14

8:oop Twelfth

Series 8pm Centenial

18
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20 April Fools Comedy21

22 Billy Madison

Series 8pm UCE cafe
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27 April Fools
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KM2 DESIGN GROUP
Interview Date: 03131/99 12:00:00 AM
http.//www.km2 . com
Position: 'Full-Time: Design Engineer
Location: Springfield, Illinois
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 12101 /98 12:00 :00 AM to 08/01/9912:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US/ Perm Only
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS
ELEC B
ELEC M
MECH B
MECH M
Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall Deadline for submitting resumes:
March 19 - 8:00 a.m.
LILLY INDUSTRIES INC.
Interview Date: 03131/9912:00:00 AM
http.//www.lillyind~stries.com

Position: 'Full-Time: Chemists
Location: All Lilly locations
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 12101 /98 12:00:00 AM to 12101 /99 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US/Perm Only
Sign-Up Method: Manual
CHE B
CHE M
CHEM B
CHEM M
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tuesday, March 30 - 6:00 p.m. Silver & Gold Room UCE Interest in Polymer and Coatings background necessary Deadline for submitting
resumes: March 15 - 8:00 a.m. These will be 45 minute interviews
LOCKHEED MARTIN
Interview Date: 03131/9912:00:00 AM
Position: ' Full-Time: Hardware Engineer; Programmer Engineer
Location: Houston, TX
Minimum GPA: 2.5
Grad Date: 05/01/99 12:00:00 AM to 1210 1/99 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: ·US Only
Sign-Up Method: Manual
AERO B
AMTH B
CMPS B
ELEC B
MECH B
MGTS B
PHYS B
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: March 17 - 8:00 a.m.
LUCENT TECHNOLOGIES, BELL LABS
Interview Date: 04117/9912:00:00 AM
http , // www . luc ent . com htt p' //www bell-la bs. com
Position: 'Summer Intern
Location: SI. Louis; Chicago; Denver; Kansas City; Atlanta; DC; New Jersey
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 1210 1/9912:00:00 AM to 1210 1/02 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US/ Perm Only
Jr.
Classification: So.
Sr.
Gr. Stu.
Sign-Up Method: PR S-Open
ELEC B
ELEC M
NO CAMPUS INTERVIEW - Information on subm itting your resum e to the company ava il. able in 301 Norwood Hall Deadline for submitting res umes: April 16
MARLEY COOLING TOWER COMPANY
Interview Date: 03/31/9912:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 8 11
Position: 'Summer Intern
Location: Kansas City, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date : 1210 1/99 12:00:00 AM to 12101 /02 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US/Perm Only
Sr.
Gr. Stu.
Classification: So.
. Jr.
Sign-Up Method: PRS-CLOSED
CIVL B
ELEC B
MECH B
Information on position avai lable in 30 1 Norwood Hall Deadline for submitting resumes:
March 20 - 8:00 a.m. NO CAM PU S INTERVIEW - Collecting resumes only for company
MARSHALLTOWN TROWEL COMPANY
Interview Date: 0411019912:00:00 AM
http. // www.marshallt o wn . com
Schedule No: 820
Position: 'Summer Engineering Intern
Location: Marshalltown, IA
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 12101 /9912:00:00 AM to 12101/02 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US/ Perm Only
Classification: So.
Jr.
Sr. .
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
EMAN B
MECH B
Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall Deadline for submitting resumes:
Apri l 5 NO CAMPUS INTERVIEWS - collecting resumes only for company

METROPOLITAN ENGINEERING & SURVEYING
Interview Date: 04109/9912:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 825
Position : 'Full-Time: Civil Engineer
Location: Barnhart, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 05/01 /9912:00:00 AM to 08/0 1/9912:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US/Perm Only
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
CIVLM
CIVL B
Deadline for submitting resumes: April 2 - 8:00 a.m.
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MIDAMERICAN ENERGY CO.
Interview Date: 04103199 12:00:00 AM
http.//www.midamerican.com
Schedule No: 816
Position: 'Summer Intem
Location: Davenport, IA ; Sioux City, IA
Minimum GPA: 2.45
r
Grad Date: 12101 /9912:00:00 AM to 12101/01 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US/Perm Only
Classification: Jr. Sr.
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
V"
ELEC B
MECH B
II'.
Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall Deadline for submitting resume:
April 2 NO CAMPUS INTERVIEWS - collecting resumes only for company
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MOTOROLA - CELLULAR GROUP
Interview Date: 0410219912:00:00 AM
http.//www . mot.com
Schedule No: 738
Position ' 'Full-Time: Celluar System Test Engr; Network Administrator
Location: Fort Worth , TX
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 05/0 1/99 12:00:00 AM to 08/01 /9912:00:00 AM
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS
CMPS B
CMPS M
ELEC B
ELEC M
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 12 - 8:00 a.m.
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PECO ENERGY COMPANY
Interview Date: 04116/9912:00:00 AM
http. //www.peco.com
Schedule No: 836
Grad Date: 05/01/991.2:00:00 AM to 08/01/99 12:00:00 AM
PEPSI-COLA COMPANY
111:
Interview' Date: 03/31/9912:00:00 AM
its
Schedule No: 791
nj
Position : ' Full-Time: Maintenance Supervisor
~
Location : SI. Louis , MO
9S
Minimum GPA: 2.0
22
Grad Date: 12101 /98 12:00:00 AM to 08/01/9912:00:00 AM
)A
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS
J\
ELEC B
ELEC M
EMAN B
);3
EMAN M
MECH B
MECH M
r
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tuesday, March 30 - 7:00 p.m. Meramec Room ,-:\Deadline for submitting resumes: March 18 - 8:00 a.m.
a'
R.G. BRINKMAN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Interview Date: 04116/9912:00:00 AM
http.//www . rgbri nkmann.com
Schedule No: 809
Position: ' Full-Time: Project Engineer
Location: Various
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 05/0 1/99 12:00:00 AM to 08/01/99 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US/ Perm Only
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
CIVL B
Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall Deadline for submitting
April 2 - 8:00 a.m.
ST. CHARLES ENGR. & SURVEYING
Interview Date: 04109/9912:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 828
Position: ' Full-Time: Design Engineer
Location : SI. Charles, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 05/01/9912:00:00 AM to 08/01 /9912:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US/Perm Only
CIVLB
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE : April 2 - 8:00 a.m.
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CLAIRE DIECASTING .
0410819912:00:00 AM
lalrediecasting.com
,edule No: 822
~Iion : ' Full-Time: Product Engineer; Process Engineer
;ation: SI. Clair, MO
umum GPA: 2.0
I ~ Date : 12101 /98 12:00:00 AM to 08/01 /991 2:00 :00 AM
UP Method: PRS-Open
,CH B
METB
edline for submitting resumes: April 1 - 8:00 a.m.

~iew Date:

r'

~RGIS EQUIPMENT CO. INC.
"view Date: 04108199 12:00:00 AM
tp:/ /www . s turgisequ ip. com
nedule No: 817
sition: ' Full-Time: Sales Engineer
:alion: springfield, MO
,irnum GPA: 2.0
~ Date: 12101 /9812:00:00 AM to 08/01/9912:00:00 AM
nshiP : US Only
B
AMTH B
ELEC B
B
MECH B
PHYS B
mitting
'EN, SIGN-UP DATE: April 1 - 8:00 a.m.
resu
my
iADOC ANALYSIS CENTER. U.S. ARMY
IIVlew Date: 04107/99 12:00:00. AM
tp : //www . purp1e . army . mil
hedule No: 794
Fion: ' Summer Intern: Student Tr~inee
filion: Ft. Leavenworth, KS; White Sands Missile Range, NM; Fort Lee, VA
~ umGPA: 2.0
!II Date: 05/01/01 12:00.:00 AM to 12101/02 12:00:00 AM
izenship: US Only
lSSification: So.
'AO B
AMTH B
CHE B .
VI. B
CMPE B
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EC B
EMAN B
MECH B
IT B
NUCLB
PHYS B
IE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tuesday, April 6 - 6:00 p.m. Silver & Gold Room - UCE OPEN SIGN'DATE: March 29 - 8:00 a.m.
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20% off all Oakley Sunglasses

.

805 Rolla Street

R o ute 66 Bicycles

Moutray~s Tater Patch
103 Bridge School Rd.

Happy Hour
Wedrtesdays 8-9

Thirsty Thursdays
Pitcher. Specials 7-) 0 pm
364-6173

March 20, 1999 Featuring:

"BltiesYouCan Use"

ATIENTION MAY GRADUATES
Josten's Representative will take
Personalized Announcement orders
for May Graduation
April 12 &13 (10-3p.m.)
at the UMR Bookstore or
orders can also be placed
with the UMH Bookstore staff
12TH & PINE 364-3311
RIGHT NEXT TO CAMPUS

Welcome
Back
Students!
THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR SPECIAL PRICES
ON YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGES & SNACKS.
MIXED DRINKS AT THE GROTTO.
OHBABY!!!

TA.COS ~ B'£TR.H.XT<>S
Friday 11:30-2:00

------------------P age 18 - - - - - - - ---Mi sso uri Miner - - -

March 31, 1 sdaY,Ma
- - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ W edn esday,

YAW ALUMINU M
Interview Date: 04/15/99 12:00:00 AM

ht tp://www .vawusa . com
Schedule No: 835
Grad Date: 1210 1/98 12:00:00 AM to 12101/02 12:00:00 AM
WESTPA C-WEST ERN PACIFIC TECHNO LOGIES
Interview Date: 04/22199 12:00:00 AM

I

http://w ww . westpac .net

Florida m$99
/<apI*'>

eo....

Daj1DnaBea:h
PomaCiIy

XEROX
Interview Date: 04/10/99 12:00:00 AM

(all today! Space is limited

Schedu le No: 829
Position : 'S ummer Intern
Location: Webster, NY
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 05/01/99 12:00:00 AM to 12101/01 12:00:00 AM
C lassification: Jr.
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Ope n

WWW.lt1travel.com

,~,

Brad @ 573-36 8-3842

I _______ _______ _____

~ ----

J

http://w ww.xero x.com
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Schedu le No: 833
Grad Date: 1210 1/98 12:00 :00 AM to 12101/02 12:00:00 AM

Open at 11 am

Tues - Sat

Must be 21 and over
308-1903

phone

ELEC B
Deadline for submittin g resumes:
NO CAMPUS INTERVI EW - collecting resumes only for company
a.m.
- 8:00

Co-Op

~enlolTicia

alives an
ers. The I
e is to pr
r rships to fir
ion of childI
een seriousl
'ssouri wor!
Children a
hip? To I
hip the 0
suslained a
in a Mis
nt covered b
. The paren

04/06/99 12:00:00 AM
City of Kansas City
Kansas City, MO
ELEC B
CMPS B
CIVL B
MECH B
Junior Senior 2.0
Sophomo re
Schedule open for sign-ups 313/99
Schedule closed 4/1/9 9
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION MAYIJUN E 1999

Unive rsity Book & Supp ly
(Next to T J)

All App are l g096 off!

Professional Society
Softball Challenge
Host ed By AIChE

Apr il 10 th , 199 9
5 pm
9 am
Ber Juan Spor tsple x

Pro cee ds go to
~L.O.V.E. ~
Conce ssions , T-Sh irts, Troph ies
Conta ct: aiche@ umr.ed u

04/08/99 12:00 :00 AM
MagneTe k Advance d Developm ent Ctr.
SI. Louis, Missouri
MGTS B
CMPS B
AMTH B
MECH B
ELEC B
CMPE B
2.45
Senior
Junior
Sign-ups released 2116/99
Schedule closed for sign-ups 3/19/99 8am
start 1st co-op work session Mayl June 1999, August 1999
04/ 16/991 2:00:00 AM
GE Industria l Systems
Jonesbor o, Arkansas
MECH B
ELEC B
Junior
Sophomo re
Freshman
USIPerm Only
Sign-ups rel eased : 3115/9 9
Signups closed 4/7/99
Start 1st co-op work session August 99

Senior 2.45

Classified Ads
Roommate needed
Preferably F. grad.student 2 Bedroom apt. 1 bath, central heat Gas
stove, storage area Laundry in
basement Walking distance to cam·
pus $163/mon th + 1/2 utilities Call
Elena(h)34 1-2466 (0)34 1-6281
WOMEN'S WEDDING BAND SET:
Engagement solitaire and matching
wrap. The solitaire is a .25 ct dia·
mond and it has two 1/12 ct diamonds on either side of it. The wrap
has five 1/ 12 ct diamonds. Both
bands are 14K gold and are size 6.
It was priced at $1200, but I need
the money so I will sell it for $600.
My phone number is 341-8626.
For Rent: 3 Blocks from UMR
1106 N. Olive House: Living
Bedrms ;
Large
Rm(13x26) 3
Kitchen; Stove; Refrig ; Central AC ,

Ceiling Fans. RENT: $410.month
Unit B: 2-Bedrm Efficiency Apartment Kitchen! Living Rm; Stove;
Refrig; Ceiling Fans. RENT:
$190.month 'Unit C: Apartment 2Bedrm; Walk-in Level ; Kitchen! Uving Rm; Stove; Refrig ; Celing Fans.
RENT: $240.month MrlMrs Germer
1-314-638-8374
Free Radio +1250$ Fundraiser
open to student groups and organizations. Earn $3-$5 per Visa/MC
app. We supply all materials at no
cost. Call for info or visit website.
Qualified callers receive FREE Baby
Boom Box. 1-800-932-0528 x 65.
www.ocm concept s.com

Furnished studio apartment
I have a lease to continue till May
31.99. 1204 N. Pine Rolla. Bed,
desk, refrigerator, book shelf.
microwave oven included. Utility
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$120/mon th rent to continue ' I'~ ber of the
lease. The lease may also b< d Is cenifi~
extended as long as needed. It 'f{':1 Cr Ihat the &
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For Sale: 1979 Kawasaki KZ65I 'alent
motorcycle , 10.xxx miles. very ni~ log on olh
condition. new tiresibattery. m~ nd ram adm
ary School
see!! Asking $800. Call Michael
e·m accepled fOI
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364-7759
n·time Und(
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:r -------Financial Aid--- ~DS'

CHANCE INC. ' OF MIS-

OURI
at is Kids' Chance? It is a nonrnt corporation developed by interemployers, attosrneys, laborers,
II"rers, third party administrators,
olemment officials, health care repISIntatives
and
rehabilitation
[Oviders. The purpose of Kids'
ance is to provide educational
olarships to financially assist the
ucation of children of wprkers who
e been seriously injured or .killed
Missouri work related injuries.
ich Children are Eligible for the
larship? To be eligible for the
resumes:
larshiP the child's parent must
e sustained a serious injury or
lity in a Missouri work related
'dent covered by workers compen·on. The parent's injury or death
t be compensable under Missouri
'lX'kers' Compensation Law, Chapter
1 RSMo. The child must be
een the ages of 16 and 25. When
you apply? Applications are
cepted at any time, KIDS'
ANCE Scholarships are awarded
basis of need throughout the year
funds are available. The deadline
accepting appl ications for a one
ar scholarship '(fall and spring
esters) is May 15th. The deadline
accepting applications for the
ing semester only is October 30th.
Il'lications available in the Student
inancial Assistance Office, G-I
er Hall , Rolla, MO 65409-0250
by calling 1-800-484-5733 - code
)7 (KIDS).
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i\TE SPONSORED MISSOURI
ATIONAL GUARD EDUCAIONAL ASSISTANCE PRORAM
Y member of the Missouri National
ard who is serving in the Missouri
Itional Guard satisfactori ly, and
o possesses the qualifications set
in application may be awarded
cational assistance to an approved
lic institution or an approved prie institution, as those terms are
!ned in RSMO Section 173.205, of
iilher choice while he/she is a memof the Mi ssouri National Guard.
IGIBILITY CR ITERIA :
Is a
mber of the Missouri National
ard Is certified by the Unit comnder that the soldier/airman is paripating satisfactoril y in required
ining of the Missouri National
Guard Has not previously received a
~chelor 's degree from an accredited
/Ost secondary in stitution. Has
Ichieved and maint~ins a cumulative
grade point average (GPA) of at least
12.5, grade point on a 4.0 s.cale, or the
uivalent on other scale approved by
~e program administrator, while in a
condary school. Is enrolled, or has
en accepted for enrollment, as a full
or part-time undergraduate student in
an approved private or publ ic institu. Has never been convicted in any

court of an offense which involved the
use of force, disruption, or seizure of
property under the control of an institution of higher education to prevent
officials or students in such institutions from engaging in their duties or
pursuing their studies. Has not
enrolled or who intends to use the
award to enro ll , in a course of study
leading to a degree in theology or
divinity. Has not received Educational
Assistance under the MONGEAP
which exceeds or wi ll exceed financial assistance for more than a total of
ten (10) semesters or their equivalent.
Application de.adlines:
Summer
Semester taking . applications from
January I - April 30. Applications
available in the Student Financial
Assistance Office, G-I Parker Hall.

ROTARY CLUB OF FLORISSANT LOAN PROGRAM
The Florissant Rotary Club wishes to
inform students of a loan program
which is available for eligib le students
through the Flo-Ro Trust. This program is part oa an overall effort by the
Florissant Rotary Club to assist in the
education of qualified students within
the Florissant Rotary'S service area.
ELIGIBILITY CR ITERIA : A candidate must reside in the Florissant
Rotary Club serv ice area. (North St.
Louis County, north of Highway 270)
A candidate must have completed a
minimum of 60 semester hours at an
accredited college or. university. A
cand idate must complete the Flo-Ro
Trust Loan application and provide all
required materials. A candidate must
be enrolled for a minimum of 12
semester cred it hours during the
semester of the loan period for a bachelor's degree, or 10 semester credit
hours for a graduate degree. Interested students contact: Mr. Ronald
Schmidt, 80 I SI. Francois Street,
Florissant, MO 63031 or call (314)
921-5100.

evening classes. For additional information and detailed regulations about
the Foundation and the fellowship
program, or to receive an application
packet, please visit the Foundation 's
web site: http://www . j ames.J
madison. com or call Toll-free at:
1-800-525-6928.

AMERICAN
ELECTROPLATERS AND SURFACE FINISHERS SOCIETY
The American Electroplaters and Surface Finishers Society offers scholarships to upper class undergraduate
and graduate students who are interested in careers in the surface finishing field .
REQUIREMENTS:
Undergraduate students 'must be
studying in metallurgy, metallurgical
engineering, materials science or
engineering, chemistry, chemical
engineering, or environmental engi neering Selection factors include
achievement, scholarship potential,
motivation and interest in the finishing technologies Must be full-time
student during the academic year the
scholarship is received Financial need
is not a factor Application available
in the Student Financial Assistance
Office, G-I Parker Hall Application
deadline is April 15, 1999

a

Engineers Club of Kansas City
(EC)
The Engineers club was founded as an
organization dedicated to assisting
those persons wishing to pursue a
career in engineering. The EC's Student Assistance Fund (SAF) provides
up to $ 1,000 in financial assistance to
Kansas City area students enrolling or
enrolled in an accredited engineering
curriculum. The SAF service area

includes the 'following counties Cass,
Clay, Jackson, Platte, and Ray in Missouri; and Johnson, Leavenworth and
Financi al
Wyandotte in Kansas.
assistance is offered primarily in the
form of grants. Qualification Criteria:
Financial need, accredited engineering curriculum , GPA, and progress
towards degree. Application Deadline: June 1st For more information
contact: John Frerking, Burns &
McDonnell, 9400 Ward Parkway,
Kansas City, MO 64 114, Phone:
816-822-3347.

Mid-West Concrete Industry Board
(MCIB)
The fund is an endowment fund that
will provide financial assistance to
college engineering students pursuing
a Bachelor of Science or higher
degree that includes concrele and concrete design courses as an integral part
of their degree program. Applicant's
permanent residence must be in
Kansas or Missouri within a 150 mile
'radius of the KansaslMissouri state
line at highway 135. Qualification
Criteria: Financial need, academic
achievement, curriculum, growth,
character, leadership capacity and
career interest. Application Deadline:
April 30th For more information contact: The Mid-West Concrete Industry Board, Inc., Jim Thompson, P.O.
Box 6085, Shawnee Mission, KS
66206, phone: 913-681-2219.

National Society of Black Engineers
(NSBE)
The objective of the Scholarsh ip Program is to provide assistance to
African American students pursuing
an engineering degree. The National

Society of Black Engineer's overall
mi ssion is to increase the number of
culturally responsible Black Engineers encouraging them to excel academically, succeed professionally and
to positively impact the community.
Qualification Criteria: African American , GPA 2.75 or higher, attend a
high school in Kansas City, MO or
Kansas City, KS and plan to major in
engineering, and ACT/SAT scores.
Application Deadline: April 30th For
more information contact: Cheryl
Hooper, NSBE Scholarship Program,
P.O. Box 30011, Kansas City, MO
64112, phone: 816-235-129 1, e-mail:
hooperc@umkc.edu.

THE SCHOLARSHIP FOUND A-TION OF ST. LOUIS AMEREN
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
Through a gift from the Ameren Corporation . The Scholarship Foundation is providing grants of $2,500 per
year to 100 students. The Scholarship
Foundation is solely responsible for
the selection of grant recipients.
Dependents of employees and
employees of Ameren and its subsidiaries are not eligible. ELlGlBILlTV: Be a customer or dependent of a
customer of the Ameren Corporation
(AmerenUE or AmerenCIPS). Be a
full-time student who wi ll enrolled for
at least an academic year and who will
seek an undergraduate degree at an
accredited college or university in
Missouri or Illinois. (Ministry and
seminary students are not eligible.) Be
a citizen of the United States or in
possession of an Alien Registration
Card . Demonstrate financial need.
Have achieved a minimum cumulative 2.0 grade point average on a 4.0
scale in high school or college course
work. Application deadline submitted: April 15, 1999.

Computing and Information Services (CIS)
ONLINE l)SER SURVEY
JAMES MADISON MEMORIAL
FELLOWSHIP FOUNDATION
The Foundation is seeking appl icants
with a demonstrated commitment to a
career in teaching American history,
American government, or social studies at the secondary level. Applicants
for a fellowship, must be: A U.S. citizen or U.S. national ; and A teacher,
or planning to be a teacher, of American history, American government, or
social stud ies at the secondary school
level.
JUNIOR FELLOWSHIPS,
awarded to students who are about to
comp letc, or have recently completed ,
their undergraduate course of study
and intend to pursue full-time graduate work . SEN IOR FELLOWSH IPS,
awarded to experienced teachers who
wanl to pursue graduate studies on a
part-time bas is through summer and

Students,
In order to improve our services, we would like you to take a few minutes and complete our
1t
st
online CIS user survey available from the CIS home page from March 31 through Apri19 '.
What services do CIS provide?
installation and maintenance of Unix, NetWare, and database servers
hardware installation and repair
software installation
campus network design and maintenance
HelpDesk and consu lting
computer training classes
web page design
Please keep the above services in mind when completing the survey: Thank you for your time.

http://www.umr.edul-cis/survey

---- - -----.-------------_--.
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Calendar Of Events---

Today

1:30 p.m. - BB vs. Coll ege of
Ozarks, HOME
4:00 p.m. - TN vs. Southwest Bapti st, HOME
4:30 p.m. - EI Club de Espanol, tutor,
meetings, HSS 205
5:00 p.m. - Cycl ing Cl ub weekly
meetings, 10 1 Beuhler Bldg
6:00 p.m. - International St ud ent
Club meetings, HSS G5
6:00 p.m. - MSM Spelunkers Club,
McN 204
8:00 p.m. - Tau Beta Sigma, McN
204
8:00 p.m. - Order of Omega meetings, McN 216
8:00 p.m. - Kappa Kappa Psi meetings, ChE 125

II

II

Thursday

I :00 p.m. - Alpha Chi Sigma student,

fac ulty mixer, Gall ery, UCE
2:30 p.m. - Student Council , Walnut
room, UCW
6:00 p.m. - Chri stian Campus Fellowship, EE G31
6:30 p.m. - Student Association of
Management Systems meeting,
107 Harris Hall
6:00 p.m. - Toastmasters speaking
meetings, CS F 109
7:00 p.m. - Chi Epsi lon EIT rev iew
sessions, CE 117 or CE 114
8:00 p.m. - Academic Competiti on
practice, CE 313
8: 00 p.m. - Solar Car Team meetings,
102 E Mgt
8:00 p.m. - SI. Pats Celebration committee, ME Annex 107C

Monday

Friday
I :00 p.m. - BB vs. Emporia State,
HOME
3:00 p.m. - Trap & Skeet Club meetings, Buehler Bldg.
7:00 p.m. - SUB film , Airplane, ME
104
7:00 p.m. - Show Me Anime, McN
204

II

Saturday

10:00 a.m. - Sigma Chi kids Easter
egg hunt, Puck or UCE is rain
12:00 p.m. - BB vs. Emporia State,
HOME
1:00 p.m. - National Society of Black
Engineers tutoring service,
EMgt 103
7:00 p.m. - SUB film , Airplane, ME
104

II

Sund~y

7:00 p.m. - Christian Campus Fel·
lowship worship service, ME
104 .

OM

by Trac;a
NeWS Wr

~

Dr. Vo

8: 00 p.m. - Academic Competition practice, CE
3 13
8:00 p.m. - KMNR, ME Annex 107-C
5:30 p.m. -!.FC meetings, McN 216
6:00 p.m. - Society of Women Engineers meetings, McN 204
6:00 p.m. - Panhellenic Counci l meetings, McN
206

4:30 p.m. - Society of Manufacturing Engineers review sessions· for exam, EM 102
7:00 p.m. - Nati onal Society of Black Engineers meetings, EM 103
7:00 p.m. - Association for Black Students
organizational meetings, McN 204

6:00 p.m. - So lar Car Team design meetings,
E Mgt 104
6:30 p.m. - Student Counci l, Missouri room,
UCE
6:00 p.m. - Hi story Cl ub, HSS G-5
7:00 p.m. - Chi Epsi lon EIT review sessions,
CE II 7 or CE 114

All organizational meeting times and places are provided by the Student Activity Center, 218 UCW. Please send all changes to the aforementioned office.
SPORT CODES: FB-Football, MS-Men's Soccer, WS-Women's Soccer, CC-Cross Country, G-Golf, MB-Men 's Basketball, WB-Women's Basketball, SW-Swimming, BB-Baseball, SB-Softbal
TN-Tennis, TF-Track & Field

r~~~'~ · ~'~~~~~~ · ~~~ ·
~

What is Management Systems?
Management Systems = Computers + Business + People
Core Courses
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Management Systems is a broad-based, interdisciplinary major that is technically challenging and offers excellent career
opportunities. Students learn to apply Computer Science and ensure that the potential of new technology is fully realized in complex
business settings. We have a 100% placement rate , and our December graduates had an average starting salary of $42,700.
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Emphasis Areas

Computer Science
Economics
Engineering Management
Psychology

Dr. Catherine A. Riordan , Director
Stephanie L. Fitch , Instructor
Marcy L. Scott, Sr . .Secretary

April 7,

106 Harris Hall
(573) 341-4184
http;Uwww . umr.edu(-m~mtsys

•• Internship. Co-op, and Study AbrO<td programs are oYailable. ••
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